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Acoustics

“Acoustics” is basically the branch of physics that deals with sound and sound waves. It usually 
refers to the investigation of sound production, dispersion and reception. Bioacoustics is a 
cross-disciplinary science that combines biology and acoustics. Basically, bioacoustics is the 
scientific study, recording & analysis of animal sounds.

1. What is sound?

Similar to the ocean waves you can see rolling in on a beach, sound is a wave that travels through 
air or water. Sound needs to travel through a medium - a liquid (such as water), a solid (such as 
the seafloor), or a gas (such as air). Sound cannot exist if it doesn't have a medium to travel 
through. In outer space sound cannot travel, because it is a vacuum that contains nothing to carry 
the sound. A sound wave is called a compressional or longitudinal wave. The particles in a longi-
tudinal wave move parallel to the direction in which the wave is traveling. 

In contrast the particles in transverse waves move up-and-down. The particles in a transverse 
wave move perpendicular to the direction in which the wave is traveling. A transverse wave can 
be enacted by performing the “La Ola” wave regularly performed in sports events.

2. How do marine mammals hear/communicate/perceive their environment?

The marine fauna lives and communicates in an aquatic environment, which is often dark and 
murky (for example, the North Sea). Thus, eye sight is only of limited practicality to them. Especi-
ally whales have developed very distinct communication strategies and orientation systems, 
which allow them to find their prey and even communicate with conspecifics over great distances. 

Toothed whales use echolocation. They have adapted their anatomy to this very unique form of 
communication and orientation. They can produce very high frequency sound waves by forcing 
air past the phonic lips into the air sacs of their nasal passages. The produced clicks are transfer-
red through so-called acoustic fat in the front of their head (the so-called melon), bundling the 
sound to produce a narrow beam (clicks or pulses). These sound waves travel through the water 
until they reach an object, such as a prey item or an underwater obstacle. These objects then 
reflect the sound waves, so that they eventually return to the whale. The returning echoes are 
received by their hollow lower jaw, which reaches fairly close to their ear complex. Thus, by emit-
ting ultrasonic clicks, or short pulses of sound, whales can listen for echoes and detect objects 
underwater. They can basically “see” their environment through the sound waves they are produ-

cing, on some ways similar to the sonar on a ship. 

Large whales and seals do not use echolocation, however they are still relying on sound and hea-
ring. The larger whales communicate across great distances with other whales, by sending out 
low frequency sounds which can travel very far distances in water. These are produced in their 
laryngeal air sacs. Besides good abilities in underwater and in air hearing, pinnipeds (seals and 
sea lions) have the ability to detect/feel water disturbances with their whiskers. They produce 
sounds with their larynx, similar to other mammals and humans and they communicate with cons-
pecifics through sound. 

3. What is noise pollution?

The world consists of many different sounds, which can have a natural cause like thunder, winds, 
animal sounds and rain or be of unnatural cause, meaning additionally inflicted by humans (anth-
ropogenic). Marine mammals are well adapted to naturally occurring sounds; they understand 
what they mean and they have learned to ignore them or act accordingly. Noise pollution is the 
sum of all additional sounds that can affect marine mammals in their habitats and which usually 
have a high potential of disturbance. In urban and highly industrialized areas many different sour-
ces can be the cause of noise pollution: recreational boats, commercial ships, windfarms, oil rigs, 
underwater exploration for resources, constructions, and many other sources. There are many 
ways we utilize the oceans and many of these induce sound into the natural environment. The 
sum of these unnatural sounds is referred to as “noise pollution”. 

4. Why are acoustics/noise pollution important/dangerous for marine mammals?

Because their main means to find prey and to communicate with others is through sound or even 
to orientate like toothed whales, a functional hearing system is of uttermost importance to marine 
mammals. If their communication sounds are masked by anthropogenic noise, they might not be 
able to hear the calls of other conspecifics to mate or get information where good food sources 
are located, which can play a major role in individual or species survival. Additionally, extremely 
loud noises can force whales to beach themselves because they are trying to escape or evade 
the sound, which can lead to death. 

Noise can also disturb the animals’ natural behaviour, make them leave their known habitat to find 
more silent new locations temporarily or permanently, lead to abortions through acute stress and 
lead to permanent changes in distribution. Very loud continuous or impulsive noise also damage 
their hearing at certain frequencies, which can result in not any longer being able to hear import-
ant signals (such as an approaching ship or a certain frequency component of mating calls). Cont-
inuous stress through noise pollution may lower their immune system and make them more vulne-
rable to infectious diseases and parasitic infections. Many marine mammals emphasize their hea-
ring and communicating abilities at frequencies different from the ones used by humans. They 
may therefore be affected by sounds that we can’t hear neither in air nor underwater. Thus, when 
evaluating noise effects on marine mammals it is often imortant to use broadband recording and 
analysis systems that can reveal sounds and noise that we can’t detect with our ears. 

5. How can we improve the current situation?

Research needs to be conducted on the current levels of noise in the ocean and how they affect 
marine mammals. Politicians and decision makers need to take this research into account when 

judging new solutions or suggestions for ocean use. When new structures are being built, a risk 
assessment including a noise profile should be undertaken. Additionally, sound mitigation measu-
res should be implemented. These could include systems such as bubble curtains during const-
ruction work, or the development of quieter ship engines. (For explanations of this you can find a 
video of the bubble curtain experiment in the PowerPoint presentation and afterwards perform the 
experiment with your students.)

Buying more local goods instead of having everything shipped from abroad is another way to 
improve the current situation of extensive shipping traffic. Thus, by adjusting our personal behavi-
our we may improve the situation for marine mammals, and naturally also for the marine environ-
ment in general. 

6. How can we use acoustic research to protect marine mammals and to learn more   
    about them?

We still do not know much about how marine mammals communicate and orientate themselves 
underwater with sound. Researchers can work with trained animals, blindfolded to ascertain they 
only make use of auditory cues during the experiments. In this way it can be shown that e.g., 
toothed whales are able to find their way through a maze or find prey. We can also investigate the 
hearing abilities of trained animals.  The hearing abilities of stranded individuals can be checked 
through auditory evoked potential measurements, as a health parameter before release: The 
animal should be able to hear the species-specific frequencies to be released back into the wild. 

Another approach is static acoustic monitoring. Acoustic data loggers can be deployed along 
critical habitats or shipping channels. They record the calls of the target species. In this way scien-
tists can better understand species distribution and habitat use, without having to be continuously 
physically present on a boat for observations, potentially disturbing the animals. To avoid boat 
collisions with whales, real-time passive acoustic sensors can transmit the sound signals of seals 
and whales via satellite or radio links to a unit, which informs captains’ and researchers in the area 
that animals are present and that specific caution has to be practiced once an alert has been sent: 
http://www.listenforwhales.org/page.aspx?pid=434.

 the sound direction.

4 Name that sound: 
 This includes a PowerPoint Presentation with different natural and anthropogenic sounds to  

 compare. After hearing the sound the students get 4 possible answers (a, b, c & d) and they  
 have to guess which sound they hear. This game can be performed individually, where   
 every student notes down their answers, or in small groups where the students have to   
 come to a consensus about the correct answer, which stimulates thinking and discussion. 

5 Bubble curtain experiment (see separate description for details)
 All necessary materials for the bubble curtain can be found inside the expedition box. Additi- 

 onally, you need an aquarium, a container or a bucket full of water. 
 Connect the bubble tube with the provided tube to the aquarium pump and lay it in a tight   

 circle, so that it almost makes 2 full circles. Place the circled tube with weights inside the   
 water container, so that it stays on the bottom. As sound device there is a red “panic alarm”  
 provided, which starts by pulling on the string (it stops again by pushing the little shaft back  
 inside). This device needs to be hung into the water. IMPORTANT: make sure that the   
 device hangs in the water column and does not lay on the ground. If it lays on the ground   
 the walls of the aquarium/bucket function as sound transmitters and the experiment will not  
 work, because the “panic” noise will be dispersed equally by all container walls. 

 Once the students have listened to the sound of the hanging submerged device, the   
 students should be silent during the bubble curtain part of the experiment. Plug in the 
 aquarium pump to start the bubble curtain. There will be a clearly detectable drop in the   
 sound level! Don’t let the experiment run for too long, since our ears adapt to the volume of  
 the sounds and the beeping appears louder to us again after some time. 

6 Build your own hydrophone 
 In the expedition box you also find the necessary material for building a hydrophone and   

 using it to listen for underwater sounds. See separate description for details.

7 Gap text

 Fill in this gap text with the provided words. Every word needs to be used once.   

Words and numbers to use: 
340, 1500, amplitude, anthropogenic, auditory range, behaviour, communicate, construction, 
cycle, damage, decreasing, density, distances, eardrums, echolocation, exploration, factors, 
food, frequencies, 2x frequency, hear, hearing, 2x higher, hydrophones, identify, increases, 
injury, intensity, loud, masking, microphones, mitigation, pressure, salinity, sense, sound, 
source, species, technologies, temperature, temporary, toothed whales, underwater, vibra-
ting, volume, wave length, waves

The sounds we hear are actually________________that travel through air or water, which we 
can detect with our ________________ . Sounds can be made by ________________ an 
object. 

Sound is characterized by ________________ , ________________ and 
_______________.

The ________________ is the pressure change as the sound wave passes. Increasing the 
amplitude of a sound makes it louder, just like turning up the ________________ on your 
radio. As the amplitude of the sound wave ________________, the intensity of the sound 
increases. Sounds with ________________ intensities are thus perceived to be louder.

The ________________ is the physical parameter for the number of cycles of sound in a 
second. It makes high- or low-pitched tones, so when you increase the frequency of sound, 
you get a ________________ pitched sound, whereas when ________________ the 
frequency, you get a lower pitched sound.

The wavelength resembles the length of one wave ________________, counted from a desi-
gnated position of one wave to the same position of the next wave.

Sound travels in air at an approximate speed of about ________________ m/sec, while in 
sea water it travels at an approximate speed of about ________________ m/sec.

The speed of sound depends on ________________, ________________, and 
________________ of the matter it travels through, and in the ocean additionally from 
________________.

Instruments which are used to records sounds are called ________________ in air and 
________________ underwater.  

________________ is so important because animals are able to ________________ events 
all around them and to ________________ at great ________________ and from all direc-
tions. Marine animals rely on sound to acoustically ________________ their surroundings, 
communicate, locate ________________, and protect themselves ________________. 

________________ use ________________ to ________________ objects such as food, 
obstacles, and other whales.

There are many ________________ that influence if and how much a sound 
________________ affects marine animals. How ________________ the source is, what 
________________ it transmits, where it will be used, and what ________________ might 
be in the area are all factors that need to be considered. If the sounds are within the animals' 
________________, they may have an effect on them. They could prevent the marine 
animals from ________________ important sounds, which is called ________________, or 
cause the animals to alter their ________________. If the sounds are very loud, they might 
cause physical ________________ to the animals. Exposure to very loud sounds might 
cause ________________ or permanent hearing ________________.

Activities that produce sound include transportation, ________________, defence, geophysi-
cal ________________, and oceanographic research. The goal of ________________ 
techniques and alternative ________________ is to reduce the impacts of 
________________ (man-made) sound on marine mammals

8 Comparison of hearing and communication spectra of porpoise and orca
 Compare the hearing abilities of the species below (Figure 1). Why do you think there is 
 such a difference between the harbour porpoise and the orca, even though they are both   

 toothed whales?

Information for teachers and educators: 
This module is designed to explain the complexities of the acoustic world and to evoke 
student’s interest in topics related to physics.

The general information is found in a PowerPoint presentation, which can be held for students or 
just act as a facilitator for information transmission to the teacher. For more detailed information 
on acoustics, visit http://www.dosits.org and http://www.acs.psu.edu/drussell/demos.html (both in 
English). 

There are also several practical experiments that the students can perform themselves or in 
groups. 

Each part of the module is designed for a 45min class, but it can be shortened or made longer 
according as the teachers wish. Experiments can be combined or excluded; there is no need to 
use all material in this module for a certain study program. If the class responds by being very 
interested in one part of this topic, the teacher may go into further detail and shorten or skip other 
parts. The success and time utilization of the experiments depends on the students’ ability to 
focus. If you have more restless, easily excited students, calculate more time for the experiments. 

This module is comprised of:

• General information about acoustics (PowerPoint presentation)

• Questions for the students 
 - What does “Acoustics” mean? 
 - How do marine mammals hear/communicate/perceive their environment?
 - Why are acoustics/noise pollution important/dangerous for marine mammals?
 - What is noise pollution?
 - How can we improve the current underwater noise situation?
 - How can we use acoustics to protect marine mammals and to learn more about   

  them?

• Games/experiments to support the learning process
 - Frequencer (Audio CD / downloadable file with sounds for students to determine  

  their own hearing curve on an audiogram sheet)
 - Human echolocation (A blindfolded student emits click/flick sounds while walking  

  in a shielded circle. The walls will reflect the sound which will impel them to turn)
 - The direction of sound (Students enclose their ears with a tube. By tapping the   

  tube on either side the student can distinguish the sound direction) 
 - Name that sound (A presentation with different natural and anthropogenic sounds  

  for the students to compare and tell which one is which)
 - The hydrophone (Students can build their own hydrophone and listen in a local   

  river or lake, or in the sea, to figure out what they can hear under water)
 - The bubble-curtain experiment (A bubble-curtain is built around a noise source to  

  present a noise mitigation device used in practice) 
 - A gap text (The students can recollect some of what they have learned through   

  this module)
 - Comparison of hearing and communication spectra of porpoise and orca

General information about acoustics

Use the provided PowerPoint presentation to support/enhance your own background 
knowlege. It or parts of it can also be given as a presentation to the students. 

Questions for the students
Start this topic with a Q&A session with the students. We want to first get them to start thinking 
about the topic of marine mammals and sound. Do they already know something about 
acoustics? 

- What does “Acoustics” mean? 
- What is sound?
- How do marine mammals hear/communicate/perceive their environment?
- What is noise pollution?
- Why are acoustics/noise pollution important/dangerous for marine mammals?
- How can we improve the current situation?
- How can we use acoustic research to protect marine mammals and to learn from them?

After collecting some answers from the students, explain the proper responses to every question 
individually. For your answers and explanations use as much detail of the provided responses and 
additional info from the PowerPoint, as is appropriate for your class’s age group.

Gap text solutions
waves, eardrums, vibrating, intensity, frequency, wave length, amplitude, volume, increases, 
higher,frequency, higher, cycle, 340, 1500, temperature, pressure, density, salinity, microphones, 
hy drophones, Sound, communicate, distances, sense, food, Toothed whales, echolocation, iden-
tify, factors, source, frequencies, species, auditory range, masking, behaviour, injury, temporary, 
damage, construction, exploration, mitigation, technologies, anthropogenic

 
Additional info: 
If your school has or allows the use of tablets or iPads, there are Apps, like "Analyzer"   
(https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/analyzer/id454225351?mt=8), available online, which allow  
for acoustical analysis. You and your students could download such an App and evaluate  
different working environments or sound sources. 

Learning activities

1 Frequencer: 
 To play the Frequencer game we developed an audio CD (or downloadable files on www.  
 marine-mammals.com), with sounds of different frequencies and volumes to play out loud.  
 Additionally, an audiogram sheet layout is provided for the students. It is very simple and   
 similar to the example on the right. Make a copy for each student and distribute the sheets  
 before playing the sounds (the sounds are named accordingly). The students should mark  
 down when they hear the sound and leave the spot blank if they don’t. The result is their   
 own, personal human hearing curve (audiogram)!

2 Human echolocation:
 For this experiment you need several large wooden, plastic or cardboard sheets (A0 or simi- 

 lar sizes. You can use old cardboard boxes or other resources you have available at your   
 school). All students should try to practice emitting click sounds prior to the experiment by  
 using their own hand as a barrier to see if the clicks they emit are effective. It might take   
 them some time to produce efficient sounds, but it is a fun group exercise. During the expe- 
 riment all students have to be silent, to get the best experimental effect. 
 The students should stand in a circle, shielding it with the “walls”. Position a blindfolded   
 student in the circle. The other students hold up cardboard panels towards the blindfolded  
 student, who needs to emit click/flick sounds and walk slowly forwards. Once the blindfol  
 ded student reaches the walls he/she will notice a change in the click sound and thus the   
 object in his/her way, which will impel them to turn. Depending on the time and the interest  
 of the students, this experiment can be repeated several times with different blindfold candi- 
 dates. 

3 The direction of sound:
 Use the grey tube with the orange funnel for this experiment. One student holds it from one  

 ear, around his/her back to the other ear. One other student carefully taps on the tube   
 behind the students back. It can be done at different positions on either side, so the   
 listening student can hear and indicate on which side the tube was tabbed on his/her back.  
 The closer to the middle the sound gets, the harder it will be for the student to distinguish   

Figure 1:
Transverse versus longitudinal wave. 
© Northwestern University
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Acoustics

“Acoustics” is basically the branch of physics that deals with sound and sound waves. It usually 
refers to the investigation of sound production, dispersion and reception. Bioacoustics is a 
cross-disciplinary science that combines biology and acoustics. Basically, bioacoustics is the 
scientific study, recording & analysis of animal sounds.

1. What is sound?

Similar to the ocean waves you can see rolling in on a beach, sound is a wave that travels through 
air or water. Sound needs to travel through a medium - a liquid (such as water), a solid (such as 
the seafloor), or a gas (such as air). Sound cannot exist if it doesn't have a medium to travel 
through. In outer space sound cannot travel, because it is a vacuum that contains nothing to carry 
the sound. A sound wave is called a compressional or longitudinal wave. The particles in a longi-
tudinal wave move parallel to the direction in which the wave is traveling. 

In contrast the particles in transverse waves move up-and-down. The particles in a transverse 
wave move perpendicular to the direction in which the wave is traveling. A transverse wave can 
be enacted by performing the “La Ola” wave regularly performed in sports events.

2. How do marine mammals hear/communicate/perceive their environment?

The marine fauna lives and communicates in an aquatic environment, which is often dark and 
murky (for example, the North Sea). Thus, eye sight is only of limited practicality to them. Especi-
ally whales have developed very distinct communication strategies and orientation systems, 
which allow them to find their prey and even communicate with conspecifics over great distances. 

Toothed whales use echolocation. They have adapted their anatomy to this very unique form of 
communication and orientation. They can produce very high frequency sound waves by forcing 
air past the phonic lips into the air sacs of their nasal passages. The produced clicks are transfer-
red through so-called acoustic fat in the front of their head (the so-called melon), bundling the 
sound to produce a narrow beam (clicks or pulses). These sound waves travel through the water 
until they reach an object, such as a prey item or an underwater obstacle. These objects then 
reflect the sound waves, so that they eventually return to the whale. The returning echoes are 
received by their hollow lower jaw, which reaches fairly close to their ear complex. Thus, by emit-
ting ultrasonic clicks, or short pulses of sound, whales can listen for echoes and detect objects 
underwater. They can basically “see” their environment through the sound waves they are produ-

cing, on some ways similar to the sonar on a ship. 

Large whales and seals do not use echolocation, however they are still relying on sound and hea-
ring. The larger whales communicate across great distances with other whales, by sending out 
low frequency sounds which can travel very far distances in water. These are produced in their 
laryngeal air sacs. Besides good abilities in underwater and in air hearing, pinnipeds (seals and 
sea lions) have the ability to detect/feel water disturbances with their whiskers. They produce 
sounds with their larynx, similar to other mammals and humans and they communicate with cons-
pecifics through sound. 

3. What is noise pollution?

The world consists of many different sounds, which can have a natural cause like thunder, winds, 
animal sounds and rain or be of unnatural cause, meaning additionally inflicted by humans (anth-
ropogenic). Marine mammals are well adapted to naturally occurring sounds; they understand 
what they mean and they have learned to ignore them or act accordingly. Noise pollution is the 
sum of all additional sounds that can affect marine mammals in their habitats and which usually 
have a high potential of disturbance. In urban and highly industrialized areas many different sour-
ces can be the cause of noise pollution: recreational boats, commercial ships, windfarms, oil rigs, 
underwater exploration for resources, constructions, and many other sources. There are many 
ways we utilize the oceans and many of these induce sound into the natural environment. The 
sum of these unnatural sounds is referred to as “noise pollution”. 

4. Why are acoustics/noise pollution important/dangerous for marine mammals?

Because their main means to find prey and to communicate with others is through sound or even 
to orientate like toothed whales, a functional hearing system is of uttermost importance to marine 
mammals. If their communication sounds are masked by anthropogenic noise, they might not be 
able to hear the calls of other conspecifics to mate or get information where good food sources 
are located, which can play a major role in individual or species survival. Additionally, extremely 
loud noises can force whales to beach themselves because they are trying to escape or evade 
the sound, which can lead to death. 

Noise can also disturb the animals’ natural behaviour, make them leave their known habitat to find 
more silent new locations temporarily or permanently, lead to abortions through acute stress and 
lead to permanent changes in distribution. Very loud continuous or impulsive noise also damage 
their hearing at certain frequencies, which can result in not any longer being able to hear import-
ant signals (such as an approaching ship or a certain frequency component of mating calls). Cont-
inuous stress through noise pollution may lower their immune system and make them more vulne-
rable to infectious diseases and parasitic infections. Many marine mammals emphasize their hea-
ring and communicating abilities at frequencies different from the ones used by humans. They 
may therefore be affected by sounds that we can’t hear neither in air nor underwater. Thus, when 
evaluating noise effects on marine mammals it is often imortant to use broadband recording and 
analysis systems that can reveal sounds and noise that we can’t detect with our ears. 

5. How can we improve the current situation?

Research needs to be conducted on the current levels of noise in the ocean and how they affect 
marine mammals. Politicians and decision makers need to take this research into account when 

judging new solutions or suggestions for ocean use. When new structures are being built, a risk 
assessment including a noise profile should be undertaken. Additionally, sound mitigation measu-
res should be implemented. These could include systems such as bubble curtains during const-
ruction work, or the development of quieter ship engines. (For explanations of this you can find a 
video of the bubble curtain experiment in the PowerPoint presentation and afterwards perform the 
experiment with your students.)

Buying more local goods instead of having everything shipped from abroad is another way to 
improve the current situation of extensive shipping traffic. Thus, by adjusting our personal behavi-
our we may improve the situation for marine mammals, and naturally also for the marine environ-
ment in general. 

6. How can we use acoustic research to protect marine mammals and to learn more   
    about them?

We still do not know much about how marine mammals communicate and orientate themselves 
underwater with sound. Researchers can work with trained animals, blindfolded to ascertain they 
only make use of auditory cues during the experiments. In this way it can be shown that e.g., 
toothed whales are able to find their way through a maze or find prey. We can also investigate the 
hearing abilities of trained animals.  The hearing abilities of stranded individuals can be checked 
through auditory evoked potential measurements, as a health parameter before release: The 
animal should be able to hear the species-specific frequencies to be released back into the wild. 

Another approach is static acoustic monitoring. Acoustic data loggers can be deployed along 
critical habitats or shipping channels. They record the calls of the target species. In this way scien-
tists can better understand species distribution and habitat use, without having to be continuously 
physically present on a boat for observations, potentially disturbing the animals. To avoid boat 
collisions with whales, real-time passive acoustic sensors can transmit the sound signals of seals 
and whales via satellite or radio links to a unit, which informs captains’ and researchers in the area 
that animals are present and that specific caution has to be practiced once an alert has been sent: 
http://www.listenforwhales.org/page.aspx?pid=434.

 the sound direction.

4 Name that sound: 
 This includes a PowerPoint Presentation with different natural and anthropogenic sounds to  

 compare. After hearing the sound the students get 4 possible answers (a, b, c & d) and they  
 have to guess which sound they hear. This game can be performed individually, where   
 every student notes down their answers, or in small groups where the students have to   
 come to a consensus about the correct answer, which stimulates thinking and discussion. 

5 Bubble curtain experiment (see separate description for details)
 All necessary materials for the bubble curtain can be found inside the expedition box. Additi- 

 onally, you need an aquarium, a container or a bucket full of water. 
 Connect the bubble tube with the provided tube to the aquarium pump and lay it in a tight   

 circle, so that it almost makes 2 full circles. Place the circled tube with weights inside the   
 water container, so that it stays on the bottom. As sound device there is a red “panic alarm”  
 provided, which starts by pulling on the string (it stops again by pushing the little shaft back  
 inside). This device needs to be hung into the water. IMPORTANT: make sure that the   
 device hangs in the water column and does not lay on the ground. If it lays on the ground   
 the walls of the aquarium/bucket function as sound transmitters and the experiment will not  
 work, because the “panic” noise will be dispersed equally by all container walls. 

 Once the students have listened to the sound of the hanging submerged device, the   
 students should be silent during the bubble curtain part of the experiment. Plug in the 
 aquarium pump to start the bubble curtain. There will be a clearly detectable drop in the   
 sound level! Don’t let the experiment run for too long, since our ears adapt to the volume of  
 the sounds and the beeping appears louder to us again after some time. 

6 Build your own hydrophone 
 In the expedition box you also find the necessary material for building a hydrophone and   

 using it to listen for underwater sounds. See separate description for details.

7 Gap text

 Fill in this gap text with the provided words. Every word needs to be used once.   

Words and numbers to use: 
340, 1500, amplitude, anthropogenic, auditory range, behaviour, communicate, construction, 
cycle, damage, decreasing, density, distances, eardrums, echolocation, exploration, factors, 
food, frequencies, 2x frequency, hear, hearing, 2x higher, hydrophones, identify, increases, 
injury, intensity, loud, masking, microphones, mitigation, pressure, salinity, sense, sound, 
source, species, technologies, temperature, temporary, toothed whales, underwater, vibra-
ting, volume, wave length, waves

The sounds we hear are actually________________that travel through air or water, which we 
can detect with our ________________ . Sounds can be made by ________________ an 
object. 

Sound is characterized by ________________ , ________________ and 
_______________.

The ________________ is the pressure change as the sound wave passes. Increasing the 
amplitude of a sound makes it louder, just like turning up the ________________ on your 
radio. As the amplitude of the sound wave ________________, the intensity of the sound 
increases. Sounds with ________________ intensities are thus perceived to be louder.

The ________________ is the physical parameter for the number of cycles of sound in a 
second. It makes high- or low-pitched tones, so when you increase the frequency of sound, 
you get a ________________ pitched sound, whereas when ________________ the 
frequency, you get a lower pitched sound.

The wavelength resembles the length of one wave ________________, counted from a desi-
gnated position of one wave to the same position of the next wave.

Sound travels in air at an approximate speed of about ________________ m/sec, while in 
sea water it travels at an approximate speed of about ________________ m/sec.

The speed of sound depends on ________________, ________________, and 
________________ of the matter it travels through, and in the ocean additionally from 
________________.

Instruments which are used to records sounds are called ________________ in air and 
________________ underwater.  

________________ is so important because animals are able to ________________ events 
all around them and to ________________ at great ________________ and from all direc-
tions. Marine animals rely on sound to acoustically ________________ their surroundings, 
communicate, locate ________________, and protect themselves ________________. 

________________ use ________________ to ________________ objects such as food, 
obstacles, and other whales.

There are many ________________ that influence if and how much a sound 
________________ affects marine animals. How ________________ the source is, what 
________________ it transmits, where it will be used, and what ________________ might 
be in the area are all factors that need to be considered. If the sounds are within the animals' 
________________, they may have an effect on them. They could prevent the marine 
animals from ________________ important sounds, which is called ________________, or 
cause the animals to alter their ________________. If the sounds are very loud, they might 
cause physical ________________ to the animals. Exposure to very loud sounds might 
cause ________________ or permanent hearing ________________.

Activities that produce sound include transportation, ________________, defence, geophysi-
cal ________________, and oceanographic research. The goal of ________________ 
techniques and alternative ________________ is to reduce the impacts of 
________________ (man-made) sound on marine mammals
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 toothed whales?

Information for teachers and educators: 
This module is designed to explain the complexities of the acoustic world and to evoke 
student’s interest in topics related to physics.

The general information is found in a PowerPoint presentation, which can be held for students or 
just act as a facilitator for information transmission to the teacher. For more detailed information 
on acoustics, visit http://www.dosits.org and http://www.acs.psu.edu/drussell/demos.html (both in 
English). 

There are also several practical experiments that the students can perform themselves or in 
groups. 

Each part of the module is designed for a 45min class, but it can be shortened or made longer 
according as the teachers wish. Experiments can be combined or excluded; there is no need to 
use all material in this module for a certain study program. If the class responds by being very 
interested in one part of this topic, the teacher may go into further detail and shorten or skip other 
parts. The success and time utilization of the experiments depends on the students’ ability to 
focus. If you have more restless, easily excited students, calculate more time for the experiments. 

This module is comprised of:

• General information about acoustics (PowerPoint presentation)

• Questions for the students 
 - What does “Acoustics” mean? 
 - How do marine mammals hear/communicate/perceive their environment?
 - Why are acoustics/noise pollution important/dangerous for marine mammals?
 - What is noise pollution?
 - How can we improve the current underwater noise situation?
 - How can we use acoustics to protect marine mammals and to learn more about   

  them?

• Games/experiments to support the learning process
 - Frequencer (Audio CD / downloadable file with sounds for students to determine  

  their own hearing curve on an audiogram sheet)
 - Human echolocation (A blindfolded student emits click/flick sounds while walking  

  in a shielded circle. The walls will reflect the sound which will impel them to turn)
 - The direction of sound (Students enclose their ears with a tube. By tapping the   

  tube on either side the student can distinguish the sound direction) 
 - Name that sound (A presentation with different natural and anthropogenic sounds  

  for the students to compare and tell which one is which)
 - The hydrophone (Students can build their own hydrophone and listen in a local   

  river or lake, or in the sea, to figure out what they can hear under water)
 - The bubble-curtain experiment (A bubble-curtain is built around a noise source to  

  present a noise mitigation device used in practice) 
 - A gap text (The students can recollect some of what they have learned through   

  this module)
 - Comparison of hearing and communication spectra of porpoise and orca

General information about acoustics

Use the provided PowerPoint presentation to support/enhance your own background 
knowlege. It or parts of it can also be given as a presentation to the students. 

Questions for the students
Start this topic with a Q&A session with the students. We want to first get them to start thinking 
about the topic of marine mammals and sound. Do they already know something about 
acoustics? 

- What does “Acoustics” mean? 
- What is sound?
- How do marine mammals hear/communicate/perceive their environment?
- What is noise pollution?
- Why are acoustics/noise pollution important/dangerous for marine mammals?
- How can we improve the current situation?
- How can we use acoustic research to protect marine mammals and to learn from them?

After collecting some answers from the students, explain the proper responses to every question 
individually. For your answers and explanations use as much detail of the provided responses and 
additional info from the PowerPoint, as is appropriate for your class’s age group.

Gap text solutions
waves, eardrums, vibrating, intensity, frequency, wave length, amplitude, volume, increases, 
higher,frequency, higher, cycle, 340, 1500, temperature, pressure, density, salinity, microphones, 
hy drophones, Sound, communicate, distances, sense, food, Toothed whales, echolocation, iden-
tify, factors, source, frequencies, species, auditory range, masking, behaviour, injury, temporary, 
damage, construction, exploration, mitigation, technologies, anthropogenic

 
Additional info: 
If your school has or allows the use of tablets or iPads, there are Apps, like "Analyzer"   
(https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/analyzer/id454225351?mt=8), available online, which allow  
for acoustical analysis. You and your students could download such an App and evaluate  
different working environments or sound sources. 

Learning activities

1 Frequencer: 
 To play the Frequencer game we developed an audio CD (or downloadable files on www.  
 marine-mammals.com), with sounds of different frequencies and volumes to play out loud.  
 Additionally, an audiogram sheet layout is provided for the students. It is very simple and   
 similar to the example on the right. Make a copy for each student and distribute the sheets  
 before playing the sounds (the sounds are named accordingly). The students should mark  
 down when they hear the sound and leave the spot blank if they don’t. The result is their   
 own, personal human hearing curve (audiogram)!

2 Human echolocation:
 For this experiment you need several large wooden, plastic or cardboard sheets (A0 or simi- 

 lar sizes. You can use old cardboard boxes or other resources you have available at your   
 school). All students should try to practice emitting click sounds prior to the experiment by  
 using their own hand as a barrier to see if the clicks they emit are effective. It might take   
 them some time to produce efficient sounds, but it is a fun group exercise. During the expe- 
 riment all students have to be silent, to get the best experimental effect. 
 The students should stand in a circle, shielding it with the “walls”. Position a blindfolded   
 student in the circle. The other students hold up cardboard panels towards the blindfolded  
 student, who needs to emit click/flick sounds and walk slowly forwards. Once the blindfol  
 ded student reaches the walls he/she will notice a change in the click sound and thus the   
 object in his/her way, which will impel them to turn. Depending on the time and the interest  
 of the students, this experiment can be repeated several times with different blindfold candi- 
 dates. 

3 The direction of sound:
 Use the grey tube with the orange funnel for this experiment. One student holds it from one  

 ear, around his/her back to the other ear. One other student carefully taps on the tube   
 behind the students back. It can be done at different positions on either side, so the   
 listening student can hear and indicate on which side the tube was tabbed on his/her back.  
 The closer to the middle the sound gets, the harder it will be for the student to distinguish   
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Acoustics

“Acoustics” is basically the branch of physics that deals with sound and sound waves. It usually 
refers to the investigation of sound production, dispersion and reception. Bioacoustics is a 
cross-disciplinary science that combines biology and acoustics. Basically, bioacoustics is the 
scientific study, recording & analysis of animal sounds.

1. What is sound?

Similar to the ocean waves you can see rolling in on a beach, sound is a wave that travels through 
air or water. Sound needs to travel through a medium - a liquid (such as water), a solid (such as 
the seafloor), or a gas (such as air). Sound cannot exist if it doesn't have a medium to travel 
through. In outer space sound cannot travel, because it is a vacuum that contains nothing to carry 
the sound. A sound wave is called a compressional or longitudinal wave. The particles in a longi-
tudinal wave move parallel to the direction in which the wave is traveling. 

In contrast the particles in transverse waves move up-and-down. The particles in a transverse 
wave move perpendicular to the direction in which the wave is traveling. A transverse wave can 
be enacted by performing the “La Ola” wave regularly performed in sports events.

2. How do marine mammals hear/communicate/perceive their environment?

The marine fauna lives and communicates in an aquatic environment, which is often dark and 
murky (for example, the North Sea). Thus, eye sight is only of limited practicality to them. Especi-
ally whales have developed very distinct communication strategies and orientation systems, 
which allow them to find their prey and even communicate with conspecifics over great distances. 

Toothed whales use echolocation. They have adapted their anatomy to this very unique form of 
communication and orientation. They can produce very high frequency sound waves by forcing 
air past the phonic lips into the air sacs of their nasal passages. The produced clicks are transfer-
red through so-called acoustic fat in the front of their head (the so-called melon), bundling the 
sound to produce a narrow beam (clicks or pulses). These sound waves travel through the water 
until they reach an object, such as a prey item or an underwater obstacle. These objects then 
reflect the sound waves, so that they eventually return to the whale. The returning echoes are 
received by their hollow lower jaw, which reaches fairly close to their ear complex. Thus, by emit-
ting ultrasonic clicks, or short pulses of sound, whales can listen for echoes and detect objects 
underwater. They can basically “see” their environment through the sound waves they are produ-

cing, on some ways similar to the sonar on a ship. 

Large whales and seals do not use echolocation, however they are still relying on sound and hea-
ring. The larger whales communicate across great distances with other whales, by sending out 
low frequency sounds which can travel very far distances in water. These are produced in their 
laryngeal air sacs. Besides good abilities in underwater and in air hearing, pinnipeds (seals and 
sea lions) have the ability to detect/feel water disturbances with their whiskers. They produce 
sounds with their larynx, similar to other mammals and humans and they communicate with cons-
pecifics through sound. 

3. What is noise pollution?

The world consists of many different sounds, which can have a natural cause like thunder, winds, 
animal sounds and rain or be of unnatural cause, meaning additionally inflicted by humans (anth-
ropogenic). Marine mammals are well adapted to naturally occurring sounds; they understand 
what they mean and they have learned to ignore them or act accordingly. Noise pollution is the 
sum of all additional sounds that can affect marine mammals in their habitats and which usually 
have a high potential of disturbance. In urban and highly industrialized areas many different sour-
ces can be the cause of noise pollution: recreational boats, commercial ships, windfarms, oil rigs, 
underwater exploration for resources, constructions, and many other sources. There are many 
ways we utilize the oceans and many of these induce sound into the natural environment. The 
sum of these unnatural sounds is referred to as “noise pollution”. 

4. Why are acoustics/noise pollution important/dangerous for marine mammals?

Because their main means to find prey and to communicate with others is through sound or even 
to orientate like toothed whales, a functional hearing system is of uttermost importance to marine 
mammals. If their communication sounds are masked by anthropogenic noise, they might not be 
able to hear the calls of other conspecifics to mate or get information where good food sources 
are located, which can play a major role in individual or species survival. Additionally, extremely 
loud noises can force whales to beach themselves because they are trying to escape or evade 
the sound, which can lead to death. 

Noise can also disturb the animals’ natural behaviour, make them leave their known habitat to find 
more silent new locations temporarily or permanently, lead to abortions through acute stress and 
lead to permanent changes in distribution. Very loud continuous or impulsive noise also damage 
their hearing at certain frequencies, which can result in not any longer being able to hear import-
ant signals (such as an approaching ship or a certain frequency component of mating calls). Cont-
inuous stress through noise pollution may lower their immune system and make them more vulne-
rable to infectious diseases and parasitic infections. Many marine mammals emphasize their hea-
ring and communicating abilities at frequencies different from the ones used by humans. They 
may therefore be affected by sounds that we can’t hear neither in air nor underwater. Thus, when 
evaluating noise effects on marine mammals it is often imortant to use broadband recording and 
analysis systems that can reveal sounds and noise that we can’t detect with our ears. 

5. How can we improve the current situation?

Research needs to be conducted on the current levels of noise in the ocean and how they affect 
marine mammals. Politicians and decision makers need to take this research into account when 

judging new solutions or suggestions for ocean use. When new structures are being built, a risk 
assessment including a noise profile should be undertaken. Additionally, sound mitigation measu-
res should be implemented. These could include systems such as bubble curtains during const-
ruction work, or the development of quieter ship engines. (For explanations of this you can find a 
video of the bubble curtain experiment in the PowerPoint presentation and afterwards perform the 
experiment with your students.)

Buying more local goods instead of having everything shipped from abroad is another way to 
improve the current situation of extensive shipping traffic. Thus, by adjusting our personal behavi-
our we may improve the situation for marine mammals, and naturally also for the marine environ-
ment in general. 

6. How can we use acoustic research to protect marine mammals and to learn more   
    about them?

We still do not know much about how marine mammals communicate and orientate themselves 
underwater with sound. Researchers can work with trained animals, blindfolded to ascertain they 
only make use of auditory cues during the experiments. In this way it can be shown that e.g., 
toothed whales are able to find their way through a maze or find prey. We can also investigate the 
hearing abilities of trained animals.  The hearing abilities of stranded individuals can be checked 
through auditory evoked potential measurements, as a health parameter before release: The 
animal should be able to hear the species-specific frequencies to be released back into the wild. 

Another approach is static acoustic monitoring. Acoustic data loggers can be deployed along 
critical habitats or shipping channels. They record the calls of the target species. In this way scien-
tists can better understand species distribution and habitat use, without having to be continuously 
physically present on a boat for observations, potentially disturbing the animals. To avoid boat 
collisions with whales, real-time passive acoustic sensors can transmit the sound signals of seals 
and whales via satellite or radio links to a unit, which informs captains’ and researchers in the area 
that animals are present and that specific caution has to be practiced once an alert has been sent: 
http://www.listenforwhales.org/page.aspx?pid=434.

 the sound direction.

4 Name that sound: 
 This includes a PowerPoint Presentation with different natural and anthropogenic sounds to  

 compare. After hearing the sound the students get 4 possible answers (a, b, c & d) and they  
 have to guess which sound they hear. This game can be performed individually, where   
 every student notes down their answers, or in small groups where the students have to   
 come to a consensus about the correct answer, which stimulates thinking and discussion. 

5 Bubble curtain experiment (see separate description for details)
 All necessary materials for the bubble curtain can be found inside the expedition box. Additi- 

 onally, you need an aquarium, a container or a bucket full of water. 
 Connect the bubble tube with the provided tube to the aquarium pump and lay it in a tight   

 circle, so that it almost makes 2 full circles. Place the circled tube with weights inside the   
 water container, so that it stays on the bottom. As sound device there is a red “panic alarm”  
 provided, which starts by pulling on the string (it stops again by pushing the little shaft back  
 inside). This device needs to be hung into the water. IMPORTANT: make sure that the   
 device hangs in the water column and does not lay on the ground. If it lays on the ground   
 the walls of the aquarium/bucket function as sound transmitters and the experiment will not  
 work, because the “panic” noise will be dispersed equally by all container walls. 

 Once the students have listened to the sound of the hanging submerged device, the   
 students should be silent during the bubble curtain part of the experiment. Plug in the 
 aquarium pump to start the bubble curtain. There will be a clearly detectable drop in the   
 sound level! Don’t let the experiment run for too long, since our ears adapt to the volume of  
 the sounds and the beeping appears louder to us again after some time. 

6 Build your own hydrophone 
 In the expedition box you also find the necessary material for building a hydrophone and   

 using it to listen for underwater sounds. See separate description for details.

7 Gap text

 Fill in this gap text with the provided words. Every word needs to be used once.   

Words and numbers to use: 
340, 1500, amplitude, anthropogenic, auditory range, behaviour, communicate, construction, 
cycle, damage, decreasing, density, distances, eardrums, echolocation, exploration, factors, 
food, frequencies, 2x frequency, hear, hearing, 2x higher, hydrophones, identify, increases, 
injury, intensity, loud, masking, microphones, mitigation, pressure, salinity, sense, sound, 
source, species, technologies, temperature, temporary, toothed whales, underwater, vibra-
ting, volume, wave length, waves

The sounds we hear are actually________________that travel through air or water, which we 
can detect with our ________________ . Sounds can be made by ________________ an 
object. 

Sound is characterized by ________________ , ________________ and 
_______________.

The ________________ is the pressure change as the sound wave passes. Increasing the 
amplitude of a sound makes it louder, just like turning up the ________________ on your 
radio. As the amplitude of the sound wave ________________, the intensity of the sound 
increases. Sounds with ________________ intensities are thus perceived to be louder.

The ________________ is the physical parameter for the number of cycles of sound in a 
second. It makes high- or low-pitched tones, so when you increase the frequency of sound, 
you get a ________________ pitched sound, whereas when ________________ the 
frequency, you get a lower pitched sound.

The wavelength resembles the length of one wave ________________, counted from a desi-
gnated position of one wave to the same position of the next wave.

Sound travels in air at an approximate speed of about ________________ m/sec, while in 
sea water it travels at an approximate speed of about ________________ m/sec.

The speed of sound depends on ________________, ________________, and 
________________ of the matter it travels through, and in the ocean additionally from 
________________.

Instruments which are used to records sounds are called ________________ in air and 
________________ underwater.  

________________ is so important because animals are able to ________________ events 
all around them and to ________________ at great ________________ and from all direc-
tions. Marine animals rely on sound to acoustically ________________ their surroundings, 
communicate, locate ________________, and protect themselves ________________. 

________________ use ________________ to ________________ objects such as food, 
obstacles, and other whales.

There are many ________________ that influence if and how much a sound 
________________ affects marine animals. How ________________ the source is, what 
________________ it transmits, where it will be used, and what ________________ might 
be in the area are all factors that need to be considered. If the sounds are within the animals' 
________________, they may have an effect on them. They could prevent the marine 
animals from ________________ important sounds, which is called ________________, or 
cause the animals to alter their ________________. If the sounds are very loud, they might 
cause physical ________________ to the animals. Exposure to very loud sounds might 
cause ________________ or permanent hearing ________________.

Activities that produce sound include transportation, ________________, defence, geophysi-
cal ________________, and oceanographic research. The goal of ________________ 
techniques and alternative ________________ is to reduce the impacts of 
________________ (man-made) sound on marine mammals

8 Comparison of hearing and communication spectra of porpoise and orca
 Compare the hearing abilities of the species below (Figure 1). Why do you think there is 
 such a difference between the harbour porpoise and the orca, even though they are both   

 toothed whales?

Information for teachers and educators: 
This module is designed to explain the complexities of the acoustic world and to evoke 
student’s interest in topics related to physics.

The general information is found in a PowerPoint presentation, which can be held for students or 
just act as a facilitator for information transmission to the teacher. For more detailed information 
on acoustics, visit http://www.dosits.org and http://www.acs.psu.edu/drussell/demos.html (both in 
English). 

There are also several practical experiments that the students can perform themselves or in 
groups. 

Each part of the module is designed for a 45min class, but it can be shortened or made longer 
according as the teachers wish. Experiments can be combined or excluded; there is no need to 
use all material in this module for a certain study program. If the class responds by being very 
interested in one part of this topic, the teacher may go into further detail and shorten or skip other 
parts. The success and time utilization of the experiments depends on the students’ ability to 
focus. If you have more restless, easily excited students, calculate more time for the experiments. 

This module is comprised of:

• General information about acoustics (PowerPoint presentation)

• Questions for the students 
 - What does “Acoustics” mean? 
 - How do marine mammals hear/communicate/perceive their environment?
 - Why are acoustics/noise pollution important/dangerous for marine mammals?
 - What is noise pollution?
 - How can we improve the current underwater noise situation?
 - How can we use acoustics to protect marine mammals and to learn more about   

  them?

• Games/experiments to support the learning process
 - Frequencer (Audio CD / downloadable file with sounds for students to determine  

  their own hearing curve on an audiogram sheet)
 - Human echolocation (A blindfolded student emits click/flick sounds while walking  

  in a shielded circle. The walls will reflect the sound which will impel them to turn)
 - The direction of sound (Students enclose their ears with a tube. By tapping the   

  tube on either side the student can distinguish the sound direction) 
 - Name that sound (A presentation with different natural and anthropogenic sounds  

  for the students to compare and tell which one is which)
 - The hydrophone (Students can build their own hydrophone and listen in a local   

  river or lake, or in the sea, to figure out what they can hear under water)
 - The bubble-curtain experiment (A bubble-curtain is built around a noise source to  

  present a noise mitigation device used in practice) 
 - A gap text (The students can recollect some of what they have learned through   

  this module)
 - Comparison of hearing and communication spectra of porpoise and orca

General information about acoustics

Use the provided PowerPoint presentation to support/enhance your own background 
knowlege. It or parts of it can also be given as a presentation to the students. 

Questions for the students
Start this topic with a Q&A session with the students. We want to first get them to start thinking 
about the topic of marine mammals and sound. Do they already know something about 
acoustics? 

- What does “Acoustics” mean? 
- What is sound?
- How do marine mammals hear/communicate/perceive their environment?
- What is noise pollution?
- Why are acoustics/noise pollution important/dangerous for marine mammals?
- How can we improve the current situation?
- How can we use acoustic research to protect marine mammals and to learn from them?

After collecting some answers from the students, explain the proper responses to every question 
individually. For your answers and explanations use as much detail of the provided responses and 
additional info from the PowerPoint, as is appropriate for your class’s age group.

Gap text solutions
waves, eardrums, vibrating, intensity, frequency, wave length, amplitude, volume, increases, 
higher,frequency, higher, cycle, 340, 1500, temperature, pressure, density, salinity, microphones, 
hy drophones, Sound, communicate, distances, sense, food, Toothed whales, echolocation, iden-
tify, factors, source, frequencies, species, auditory range, masking, behaviour, injury, temporary, 
damage, construction, exploration, mitigation, technologies, anthropogenic

 
Additional info: 
If your school has or allows the use of tablets or iPads, there are Apps, like "Analyzer"   
(https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/analyzer/id454225351?mt=8), available online, which allow  
for acoustical analysis. You and your students could download such an App and evaluate  
different working environments or sound sources. 

Learning activities

1 Frequencer: 
 To play the Frequencer game we developed an audio CD (or downloadable files on www.  
 marine-mammals.com), with sounds of different frequencies and volumes to play out loud.  
 Additionally, an audiogram sheet layout is provided for the students. It is very simple and   
 similar to the example on the right. Make a copy for each student and distribute the sheets  
 before playing the sounds (the sounds are named accordingly). The students should mark  
 down when they hear the sound and leave the spot blank if they don’t. The result is their   
 own, personal human hearing curve (audiogram)!

2 Human echolocation:
 For this experiment you need several large wooden, plastic or cardboard sheets (A0 or simi- 

 lar sizes. You can use old cardboard boxes or other resources you have available at your   
 school). All students should try to practice emitting click sounds prior to the experiment by  
 using their own hand as a barrier to see if the clicks they emit are effective. It might take   
 them some time to produce efficient sounds, but it is a fun group exercise. During the expe- 
 riment all students have to be silent, to get the best experimental effect. 
 The students should stand in a circle, shielding it with the “walls”. Position a blindfolded   
 student in the circle. The other students hold up cardboard panels towards the blindfolded  
 student, who needs to emit click/flick sounds and walk slowly forwards. Once the blindfol  
 ded student reaches the walls he/she will notice a change in the click sound and thus the   
 object in his/her way, which will impel them to turn. Depending on the time and the interest  
 of the students, this experiment can be repeated several times with different blindfold candi- 
 dates. 

3 The direction of sound:
 Use the grey tube with the orange funnel for this experiment. One student holds it from one  

 ear, around his/her back to the other ear. One other student carefully taps on the tube   
 behind the students back. It can be done at different positions on either side, so the   
 listening student can hear and indicate on which side the tube was tabbed on his/her back.  
 The closer to the middle the sound gets, the harder it will be for the student to distinguish   
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Acoustics

“Acoustics” is basically the branch of physics that deals with sound and sound waves. It usually 
refers to the investigation of sound production, dispersion and reception. Bioacoustics is a 
cross-disciplinary science that combines biology and acoustics. Basically, bioacoustics is the 
scientific study, recording & analysis of animal sounds.

1. What is sound?

Similar to the ocean waves you can see rolling in on a beach, sound is a wave that travels through 
air or water. Sound needs to travel through a medium - a liquid (such as water), a solid (such as 
the seafloor), or a gas (such as air). Sound cannot exist if it doesn't have a medium to travel 
through. In outer space sound cannot travel, because it is a vacuum that contains nothing to carry 
the sound. A sound wave is called a compressional or longitudinal wave. The particles in a longi-
tudinal wave move parallel to the direction in which the wave is traveling. 

In contrast the particles in transverse waves move up-and-down. The particles in a transverse 
wave move perpendicular to the direction in which the wave is traveling. A transverse wave can 
be enacted by performing the “La Ola” wave regularly performed in sports events.

2. How do marine mammals hear/communicate/perceive their environment?

The marine fauna lives and communicates in an aquatic environment, which is often dark and 
murky (for example, the North Sea). Thus, eye sight is only of limited practicality to them. Especi-
ally whales have developed very distinct communication strategies and orientation systems, 
which allow them to find their prey and even communicate with conspecifics over great distances. 

Toothed whales use echolocation. They have adapted their anatomy to this very unique form of 
communication and orientation. They can produce very high frequency sound waves by forcing 
air past the phonic lips into the air sacs of their nasal passages. The produced clicks are transfer-
red through so-called acoustic fat in the front of their head (the so-called melon), bundling the 
sound to produce a narrow beam (clicks or pulses). These sound waves travel through the water 
until they reach an object, such as a prey item or an underwater obstacle. These objects then 
reflect the sound waves, so that they eventually return to the whale. The returning echoes are 
received by their hollow lower jaw, which reaches fairly close to their ear complex. Thus, by emit-
ting ultrasonic clicks, or short pulses of sound, whales can listen for echoes and detect objects 
underwater. They can basically “see” their environment through the sound waves they are produ-

cing, on some ways similar to the sonar on a ship. 

Large whales and seals do not use echolocation, however they are still relying on sound and hea-
ring. The larger whales communicate across great distances with other whales, by sending out 
low frequency sounds which can travel very far distances in water. These are produced in their 
laryngeal air sacs. Besides good abilities in underwater and in air hearing, pinnipeds (seals and 
sea lions) have the ability to detect/feel water disturbances with their whiskers. They produce 
sounds with their larynx, similar to other mammals and humans and they communicate with cons-
pecifics through sound. 

3. What is noise pollution?

The world consists of many different sounds, which can have a natural cause like thunder, winds, 
animal sounds and rain or be of unnatural cause, meaning additionally inflicted by humans (anth-
ropogenic). Marine mammals are well adapted to naturally occurring sounds; they understand 
what they mean and they have learned to ignore them or act accordingly. Noise pollution is the 
sum of all additional sounds that can affect marine mammals in their habitats and which usually 
have a high potential of disturbance. In urban and highly industrialized areas many different sour-
ces can be the cause of noise pollution: recreational boats, commercial ships, windfarms, oil rigs, 
underwater exploration for resources, constructions, and many other sources. There are many 
ways we utilize the oceans and many of these induce sound into the natural environment. The 
sum of these unnatural sounds is referred to as “noise pollution”. 

4. Why are acoustics/noise pollution important/dangerous for marine mammals?

Because their main means to find prey and to communicate with others is through sound or even 
to orientate like toothed whales, a functional hearing system is of uttermost importance to marine 
mammals. If their communication sounds are masked by anthropogenic noise, they might not be 
able to hear the calls of other conspecifics to mate or get information where good food sources 
are located, which can play a major role in individual or species survival. Additionally, extremely 
loud noises can force whales to beach themselves because they are trying to escape or evade 
the sound, which can lead to death. 

Noise can also disturb the animals’ natural behaviour, make them leave their known habitat to find 
more silent new locations temporarily or permanently, lead to abortions through acute stress and 
lead to permanent changes in distribution. Very loud continuous or impulsive noise also damage 
their hearing at certain frequencies, which can result in not any longer being able to hear import-
ant signals (such as an approaching ship or a certain frequency component of mating calls). Cont-
inuous stress through noise pollution may lower their immune system and make them more vulne-
rable to infectious diseases and parasitic infections. Many marine mammals emphasize their hea-
ring and communicating abilities at frequencies different from the ones used by humans. They 
may therefore be affected by sounds that we can’t hear neither in air nor underwater. Thus, when 
evaluating noise effects on marine mammals it is often imortant to use broadband recording and 
analysis systems that can reveal sounds and noise that we can’t detect with our ears. 

5. How can we improve the current situation?

Research needs to be conducted on the current levels of noise in the ocean and how they affect 
marine mammals. Politicians and decision makers need to take this research into account when 

judging new solutions or suggestions for ocean use. When new structures are being built, a risk 
assessment including a noise profile should be undertaken. Additionally, sound mitigation measu-
res should be implemented. These could include systems such as bubble curtains during const-
ruction work, or the development of quieter ship engines. (For explanations of this you can find a 
video of the bubble curtain experiment in the PowerPoint presentation and afterwards perform the 
experiment with your students.)

Buying more local goods instead of having everything shipped from abroad is another way to 
improve the current situation of extensive shipping traffic. Thus, by adjusting our personal behavi-
our we may improve the situation for marine mammals, and naturally also for the marine environ-
ment in general. 

6. How can we use acoustic research to protect marine mammals and to learn more   
    about them?

We still do not know much about how marine mammals communicate and orientate themselves 
underwater with sound. Researchers can work with trained animals, blindfolded to ascertain they 
only make use of auditory cues during the experiments. In this way it can be shown that e.g., 
toothed whales are able to find their way through a maze or find prey. We can also investigate the 
hearing abilities of trained animals.  The hearing abilities of stranded individuals can be checked 
through auditory evoked potential measurements, as a health parameter before release: The 
animal should be able to hear the species-specific frequencies to be released back into the wild. 

Another approach is static acoustic monitoring. Acoustic data loggers can be deployed along 
critical habitats or shipping channels. They record the calls of the target species. In this way scien-
tists can better understand species distribution and habitat use, without having to be continuously 
physically present on a boat for observations, potentially disturbing the animals. To avoid boat 
collisions with whales, real-time passive acoustic sensors can transmit the sound signals of seals 
and whales via satellite or radio links to a unit, which informs captains’ and researchers in the area 
that animals are present and that specific caution has to be practiced once an alert has been sent: 
http://www.listenforwhales.org/page.aspx?pid=434.

 the sound direction.

4 Name that sound: 
 This includes a PowerPoint Presentation with different natural and anthropogenic sounds to  

 compare. After hearing the sound the students get 4 possible answers (a, b, c & d) and they  
 have to guess which sound they hear. This game can be performed individually, where   
 every student notes down their answers, or in small groups where the students have to   
 come to a consensus about the correct answer, which stimulates thinking and discussion. 

5 Bubble curtain experiment (see separate description for details)
 All necessary materials for the bubble curtain can be found inside the expedition box. Additi- 

 onally, you need an aquarium, a container or a bucket full of water. 
 Connect the bubble tube with the provided tube to the aquarium pump and lay it in a tight   

 circle, so that it almost makes 2 full circles. Place the circled tube with weights inside the   
 water container, so that it stays on the bottom. As sound device there is a red “panic alarm”  
 provided, which starts by pulling on the string (it stops again by pushing the little shaft back  
 inside). This device needs to be hung into the water. IMPORTANT: make sure that the   
 device hangs in the water column and does not lay on the ground. If it lays on the ground   
 the walls of the aquarium/bucket function as sound transmitters and the experiment will not  
 work, because the “panic” noise will be dispersed equally by all container walls. 

 Once the students have listened to the sound of the hanging submerged device, the   
 students should be silent during the bubble curtain part of the experiment. Plug in the 
 aquarium pump to start the bubble curtain. There will be a clearly detectable drop in the   
 sound level! Don’t let the experiment run for too long, since our ears adapt to the volume of  
 the sounds and the beeping appears louder to us again after some time. 

6 Build your own hydrophone 
 In the expedition box you also find the necessary material for building a hydrophone and   

 using it to listen for underwater sounds. See separate description for details.

7 Gap text

 Fill in this gap text with the provided words. Every word needs to be used once.   

Words and numbers to use: 
340, 1500, amplitude, anthropogenic, auditory range, behaviour, communicate, construction, 
cycle, damage, decreasing, density, distances, eardrums, echolocation, exploration, factors, 
food, frequencies, 2x frequency, hear, hearing, 2x higher, hydrophones, identify, increases, 
injury, intensity, loud, masking, microphones, mitigation, pressure, salinity, sense, sound, 
source, species, technologies, temperature, temporary, toothed whales, underwater, vibra-
ting, volume, wave length, waves

The sounds we hear are actually________________that travel through air or water, which we 
can detect with our ________________ . Sounds can be made by ________________ an 
object. 

Sound is characterized by ________________ , ________________ and 
_______________.

The ________________ is the pressure change as the sound wave passes. Increasing the 
amplitude of a sound makes it louder, just like turning up the ________________ on your 
radio. As the amplitude of the sound wave ________________, the intensity of the sound 
increases. Sounds with ________________ intensities are thus perceived to be louder.

The ________________ is the physical parameter for the number of cycles of sound in a 
second. It makes high- or low-pitched tones, so when you increase the frequency of sound, 
you get a ________________ pitched sound, whereas when ________________ the 
frequency, you get a lower pitched sound.

The wavelength resembles the length of one wave ________________, counted from a desi-
gnated position of one wave to the same position of the next wave.

Sound travels in air at an approximate speed of about ________________ m/sec, while in 
sea water it travels at an approximate speed of about ________________ m/sec.

The speed of sound depends on ________________, ________________, and 
________________ of the matter it travels through, and in the ocean additionally from 
________________.

Instruments which are used to records sounds are called ________________ in air and 
________________ underwater.  

________________ is so important because animals are able to ________________ events 
all around them and to ________________ at great ________________ and from all direc-
tions. Marine animals rely on sound to acoustically ________________ their surroundings, 
communicate, locate ________________, and protect themselves ________________. 

________________ use ________________ to ________________ objects such as food, 
obstacles, and other whales.

There are many ________________ that influence if and how much a sound 
________________ affects marine animals. How ________________ the source is, what 
________________ it transmits, where it will be used, and what ________________ might 
be in the area are all factors that need to be considered. If the sounds are within the animals' 
________________, they may have an effect on them. They could prevent the marine 
animals from ________________ important sounds, which is called ________________, or 
cause the animals to alter their ________________. If the sounds are very loud, they might 
cause physical ________________ to the animals. Exposure to very loud sounds might 
cause ________________ or permanent hearing ________________.

Activities that produce sound include transportation, ________________, defence, geophysi-
cal ________________, and oceanographic research. The goal of ________________ 
techniques and alternative ________________ is to reduce the impacts of 
________________ (man-made) sound on marine mammals

8 Comparison of hearing and communication spectra of porpoise and orca
 Compare the hearing abilities of the species below (Figure 1). Why do you think there is 
 such a difference between the harbour porpoise and the orca, even though they are both   

 toothed whales?

Information for teachers and educators: 
This module is designed to explain the complexities of the acoustic world and to evoke 
student’s interest in topics related to physics.

The general information is found in a PowerPoint presentation, which can be held for students or 
just act as a facilitator for information transmission to the teacher. For more detailed information 
on acoustics, visit http://www.dosits.org and http://www.acs.psu.edu/drussell/demos.html (both in 
English). 

There are also several practical experiments that the students can perform themselves or in 
groups. 

Each part of the module is designed for a 45min class, but it can be shortened or made longer 
according as the teachers wish. Experiments can be combined or excluded; there is no need to 
use all material in this module for a certain study program. If the class responds by being very 
interested in one part of this topic, the teacher may go into further detail and shorten or skip other 
parts. The success and time utilization of the experiments depends on the students’ ability to 
focus. If you have more restless, easily excited students, calculate more time for the experiments. 

This module is comprised of:

• General information about acoustics (PowerPoint presentation)

• Questions for the students 
 - What does “Acoustics” mean? 
 - How do marine mammals hear/communicate/perceive their environment?
 - Why are acoustics/noise pollution important/dangerous for marine mammals?
 - What is noise pollution?
 - How can we improve the current underwater noise situation?
 - How can we use acoustics to protect marine mammals and to learn more about   

  them?

• Games/experiments to support the learning process
 - Frequencer (Audio CD / downloadable file with sounds for students to determine  

  their own hearing curve on an audiogram sheet)
 - Human echolocation (A blindfolded student emits click/flick sounds while walking  

  in a shielded circle. The walls will reflect the sound which will impel them to turn)
 - The direction of sound (Students enclose their ears with a tube. By tapping the   

  tube on either side the student can distinguish the sound direction) 
 - Name that sound (A presentation with different natural and anthropogenic sounds  

  for the students to compare and tell which one is which)
 - The hydrophone (Students can build their own hydrophone and listen in a local   

  river or lake, or in the sea, to figure out what they can hear under water)
 - The bubble-curtain experiment (A bubble-curtain is built around a noise source to  

  present a noise mitigation device used in practice) 
 - A gap text (The students can recollect some of what they have learned through   

  this module)
 - Comparison of hearing and communication spectra of porpoise and orca

General information about acoustics

Use the provided PowerPoint presentation to support/enhance your own background 
knowlege. It or parts of it can also be given as a presentation to the students. 

Questions for the students
Start this topic with a Q&A session with the students. We want to first get them to start thinking 
about the topic of marine mammals and sound. Do they already know something about 
acoustics? 

- What does “Acoustics” mean? 
- What is sound?
- How do marine mammals hear/communicate/perceive their environment?
- What is noise pollution?
- Why are acoustics/noise pollution important/dangerous for marine mammals?
- How can we improve the current situation?
- How can we use acoustic research to protect marine mammals and to learn from them?

After collecting some answers from the students, explain the proper responses to every question 
individually. For your answers and explanations use as much detail of the provided responses and 
additional info from the PowerPoint, as is appropriate for your class’s age group.

Gap text solutions
waves, eardrums, vibrating, intensity, frequency, wave length, amplitude, volume, increases, 
higher,frequency, higher, cycle, 340, 1500, temperature, pressure, density, salinity, microphones, 
hy drophones, Sound, communicate, distances, sense, food, Toothed whales, echolocation, iden-
tify, factors, source, frequencies, species, auditory range, masking, behaviour, injury, temporary, 
damage, construction, exploration, mitigation, technologies, anthropogenic

 
Additional info: 
If your school has or allows the use of tablets or iPads, there are Apps, like "Analyzer"   
(https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/analyzer/id454225351?mt=8), available online, which allow  
for acoustical analysis. You and your students could download such an App and evaluate  
different working environments or sound sources. 

Learning activities

1 Frequencer: 
 To play the Frequencer game we developed an audio CD (or downloadable files on www.  
 marine-mammals.com), with sounds of different frequencies and volumes to play out loud.  
 Additionally, an audiogram sheet layout is provided for the students. It is very simple and   
 similar to the example on the right. Make a copy for each student and distribute the sheets  
 before playing the sounds (the sounds are named accordingly). The students should mark  
 down when they hear the sound and leave the spot blank if they don’t. The result is their   
 own, personal human hearing curve (audiogram)!

2 Human echolocation:
 For this experiment you need several large wooden, plastic or cardboard sheets (A0 or simi- 

 lar sizes. You can use old cardboard boxes or other resources you have available at your   
 school). All students should try to practice emitting click sounds prior to the experiment by  
 using their own hand as a barrier to see if the clicks they emit are effective. It might take   
 them some time to produce efficient sounds, but it is a fun group exercise. During the expe- 
 riment all students have to be silent, to get the best experimental effect. 
 The students should stand in a circle, shielding it with the “walls”. Position a blindfolded   
 student in the circle. The other students hold up cardboard panels towards the blindfolded  
 student, who needs to emit click/flick sounds and walk slowly forwards. Once the blindfol  
 ded student reaches the walls he/she will notice a change in the click sound and thus the   
 object in his/her way, which will impel them to turn. Depending on the time and the interest  
 of the students, this experiment can be repeated several times with different blindfold candi- 
 dates. 

3 The direction of sound:
 Use the grey tube with the orange funnel for this experiment. One student holds it from one  

 ear, around his/her back to the other ear. One other student carefully taps on the tube   
 behind the students back. It can be done at different positions on either side, so the   
 listening student can hear and indicate on which side the tube was tabbed on his/her back.  
 The closer to the middle the sound gets, the harder it will be for the student to distinguish   

Figure 2:
Audiogram. © audiocheck.net 
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Acoustics

“Acoustics” is basically the branch of physics that deals with sound and sound waves. It usually 
refers to the investigation of sound production, dispersion and reception. Bioacoustics is a 
cross-disciplinary science that combines biology and acoustics. Basically, bioacoustics is the 
scientific study, recording & analysis of animal sounds.

1. What is sound?

Similar to the ocean waves you can see rolling in on a beach, sound is a wave that travels through 
air or water. Sound needs to travel through a medium - a liquid (such as water), a solid (such as 
the seafloor), or a gas (such as air). Sound cannot exist if it doesn't have a medium to travel 
through. In outer space sound cannot travel, because it is a vacuum that contains nothing to carry 
the sound. A sound wave is called a compressional or longitudinal wave. The particles in a longi-
tudinal wave move parallel to the direction in which the wave is traveling. 

In contrast the particles in transverse waves move up-and-down. The particles in a transverse 
wave move perpendicular to the direction in which the wave is traveling. A transverse wave can 
be enacted by performing the “La Ola” wave regularly performed in sports events.

2. How do marine mammals hear/communicate/perceive their environment?

The marine fauna lives and communicates in an aquatic environment, which is often dark and 
murky (for example, the North Sea). Thus, eye sight is only of limited practicality to them. Especi-
ally whales have developed very distinct communication strategies and orientation systems, 
which allow them to find their prey and even communicate with conspecifics over great distances. 

Toothed whales use echolocation. They have adapted their anatomy to this very unique form of 
communication and orientation. They can produce very high frequency sound waves by forcing 
air past the phonic lips into the air sacs of their nasal passages. The produced clicks are transfer-
red through so-called acoustic fat in the front of their head (the so-called melon), bundling the 
sound to produce a narrow beam (clicks or pulses). These sound waves travel through the water 
until they reach an object, such as a prey item or an underwater obstacle. These objects then 
reflect the sound waves, so that they eventually return to the whale. The returning echoes are 
received by their hollow lower jaw, which reaches fairly close to their ear complex. Thus, by emit-
ting ultrasonic clicks, or short pulses of sound, whales can listen for echoes and detect objects 
underwater. They can basically “see” their environment through the sound waves they are produ-

cing, on some ways similar to the sonar on a ship. 

Large whales and seals do not use echolocation, however they are still relying on sound and hea-
ring. The larger whales communicate across great distances with other whales, by sending out 
low frequency sounds which can travel very far distances in water. These are produced in their 
laryngeal air sacs. Besides good abilities in underwater and in air hearing, pinnipeds (seals and 
sea lions) have the ability to detect/feel water disturbances with their whiskers. They produce 
sounds with their larynx, similar to other mammals and humans and they communicate with cons-
pecifics through sound. 

3. What is noise pollution?

The world consists of many different sounds, which can have a natural cause like thunder, winds, 
animal sounds and rain or be of unnatural cause, meaning additionally inflicted by humans (anth-
ropogenic). Marine mammals are well adapted to naturally occurring sounds; they understand 
what they mean and they have learned to ignore them or act accordingly. Noise pollution is the 
sum of all additional sounds that can affect marine mammals in their habitats and which usually 
have a high potential of disturbance. In urban and highly industrialized areas many different sour-
ces can be the cause of noise pollution: recreational boats, commercial ships, windfarms, oil rigs, 
underwater exploration for resources, constructions, and many other sources. There are many 
ways we utilize the oceans and many of these induce sound into the natural environment. The 
sum of these unnatural sounds is referred to as “noise pollution”. 

4. Why are acoustics/noise pollution important/dangerous for marine mammals?

Because their main means to find prey and to communicate with others is through sound or even 
to orientate like toothed whales, a functional hearing system is of uttermost importance to marine 
mammals. If their communication sounds are masked by anthropogenic noise, they might not be 
able to hear the calls of other conspecifics to mate or get information where good food sources 
are located, which can play a major role in individual or species survival. Additionally, extremely 
loud noises can force whales to beach themselves because they are trying to escape or evade 
the sound, which can lead to death. 

Noise can also disturb the animals’ natural behaviour, make them leave their known habitat to find 
more silent new locations temporarily or permanently, lead to abortions through acute stress and 
lead to permanent changes in distribution. Very loud continuous or impulsive noise also damage 
their hearing at certain frequencies, which can result in not any longer being able to hear import-
ant signals (such as an approaching ship or a certain frequency component of mating calls). Cont-
inuous stress through noise pollution may lower their immune system and make them more vulne-
rable to infectious diseases and parasitic infections. Many marine mammals emphasize their hea-
ring and communicating abilities at frequencies different from the ones used by humans. They 
may therefore be affected by sounds that we can’t hear neither in air nor underwater. Thus, when 
evaluating noise effects on marine mammals it is often imortant to use broadband recording and 
analysis systems that can reveal sounds and noise that we can’t detect with our ears. 

5. How can we improve the current situation?

Research needs to be conducted on the current levels of noise in the ocean and how they affect 
marine mammals. Politicians and decision makers need to take this research into account when 

judging new solutions or suggestions for ocean use. When new structures are being built, a risk 
assessment including a noise profile should be undertaken. Additionally, sound mitigation measu-
res should be implemented. These could include systems such as bubble curtains during const-
ruction work, or the development of quieter ship engines. (For explanations of this you can find a 
video of the bubble curtain experiment in the PowerPoint presentation and afterwards perform the 
experiment with your students.)

Buying more local goods instead of having everything shipped from abroad is another way to 
improve the current situation of extensive shipping traffic. Thus, by adjusting our personal behavi-
our we may improve the situation for marine mammals, and naturally also for the marine environ-
ment in general. 

6. How can we use acoustic research to protect marine mammals and to learn more   
    about them?

We still do not know much about how marine mammals communicate and orientate themselves 
underwater with sound. Researchers can work with trained animals, blindfolded to ascertain they 
only make use of auditory cues during the experiments. In this way it can be shown that e.g., 
toothed whales are able to find their way through a maze or find prey. We can also investigate the 
hearing abilities of trained animals.  The hearing abilities of stranded individuals can be checked 
through auditory evoked potential measurements, as a health parameter before release: The 
animal should be able to hear the species-specific frequencies to be released back into the wild. 

Another approach is static acoustic monitoring. Acoustic data loggers can be deployed along 
critical habitats or shipping channels. They record the calls of the target species. In this way scien-
tists can better understand species distribution and habitat use, without having to be continuously 
physically present on a boat for observations, potentially disturbing the animals. To avoid boat 
collisions with whales, real-time passive acoustic sensors can transmit the sound signals of seals 
and whales via satellite or radio links to a unit, which informs captains’ and researchers in the area 
that animals are present and that specific caution has to be practiced once an alert has been sent: 
http://www.listenforwhales.org/page.aspx?pid=434.

 the sound direction.

4 Name that sound: 
 This includes a PowerPoint Presentation with different natural and anthropogenic sounds to  

 compare. After hearing the sound the students get 4 possible answers (a, b, c & d) and they  
 have to guess which sound they hear. This game can be performed individually, where   
 every student notes down their answers, or in small groups where the students have to   
 come to a consensus about the correct answer, which stimulates thinking and discussion. 

5 Bubble curtain experiment (see separate description for details)
 All necessary materials for the bubble curtain can be found inside the expedition box. Additi- 

 onally, you need an aquarium, a container or a bucket full of water. 
 Connect the bubble tube with the provided tube to the aquarium pump and lay it in a tight   

 circle, so that it almost makes 2 full circles. Place the circled tube with weights inside the   
 water container, so that it stays on the bottom. As sound device there is a red “panic alarm”  
 provided, which starts by pulling on the string (it stops again by pushing the little shaft back  
 inside). This device needs to be hung into the water. IMPORTANT: make sure that the   
 device hangs in the water column and does not lay on the ground. If it lays on the ground   
 the walls of the aquarium/bucket function as sound transmitters and the experiment will not  
 work, because the “panic” noise will be dispersed equally by all container walls. 

 Once the students have listened to the sound of the hanging submerged device, the   
 students should be silent during the bubble curtain part of the experiment. Plug in the 
 aquarium pump to start the bubble curtain. There will be a clearly detectable drop in the   
 sound level! Don’t let the experiment run for too long, since our ears adapt to the volume of  
 the sounds and the beeping appears louder to us again after some time. 

6 Build your own hydrophone 
 In the expedition box you also find the necessary material for building a hydrophone and   

 using it to listen for underwater sounds. See separate description for details.

7 Gap text

 Fill in this gap text with the provided words. Every word needs to be used once.   

Words and numbers to use: 
340, 1500, amplitude, anthropogenic, auditory range, behaviour, communicate, construction, 
cycle, damage, decreasing, density, distances, eardrums, echolocation, exploration, factors, 
food, frequencies, 2x frequency, hear, hearing, 2x higher, hydrophones, identify, increases, 
injury, intensity, loud, masking, microphones, mitigation, pressure, salinity, sense, sound, 
source, species, technologies, temperature, temporary, toothed whales, underwater, vibra-
ting, volume, wave length, waves

The sounds we hear are actually________________that travel through air or water, which we 
can detect with our ________________ . Sounds can be made by ________________ an 
object. 

Sound is characterized by ________________ , ________________ and 
_______________.

The ________________ is the pressure change as the sound wave passes. Increasing the 
amplitude of a sound makes it louder, just like turning up the ________________ on your 
radio. As the amplitude of the sound wave ________________, the intensity of the sound 
increases. Sounds with ________________ intensities are thus perceived to be louder.

The ________________ is the physical parameter for the number of cycles of sound in a 
second. It makes high- or low-pitched tones, so when you increase the frequency of sound, 
you get a ________________ pitched sound, whereas when ________________ the 
frequency, you get a lower pitched sound.

The wavelength resembles the length of one wave ________________, counted from a desi-
gnated position of one wave to the same position of the next wave.

Sound travels in air at an approximate speed of about ________________ m/sec, while in 
sea water it travels at an approximate speed of about ________________ m/sec.

The speed of sound depends on ________________, ________________, and 
________________ of the matter it travels through, and in the ocean additionally from 
________________.

Instruments which are used to records sounds are called ________________ in air and 
________________ underwater.  

________________ is so important because animals are able to ________________ events 
all around them and to ________________ at great ________________ and from all direc-
tions. Marine animals rely on sound to acoustically ________________ their surroundings, 
communicate, locate ________________, and protect themselves ________________. 

________________ use ________________ to ________________ objects such as food, 
obstacles, and other whales.

There are many ________________ that influence if and how much a sound 
________________ affects marine animals. How ________________ the source is, what 
________________ it transmits, where it will be used, and what ________________ might 
be in the area are all factors that need to be considered. If the sounds are within the animals' 
________________, they may have an effect on them. They could prevent the marine 
animals from ________________ important sounds, which is called ________________, or 
cause the animals to alter their ________________. If the sounds are very loud, they might 
cause physical ________________ to the animals. Exposure to very loud sounds might 
cause ________________ or permanent hearing ________________.

Activities that produce sound include transportation, ________________, defence, geophysi-
cal ________________, and oceanographic research. The goal of ________________ 
techniques and alternative ________________ is to reduce the impacts of 
________________ (man-made) sound on marine mammals

8 Comparison of hearing and communication spectra of porpoise and orca
 Compare the hearing abilities of the species below (Figure 1). Why do you think there is 
 such a difference between the harbour porpoise and the orca, even though they are both   

 toothed whales?

Information for teachers and educators: 
This module is designed to explain the complexities of the acoustic world and to evoke 
student’s interest in topics related to physics.

The general information is found in a PowerPoint presentation, which can be held for students or 
just act as a facilitator for information transmission to the teacher. For more detailed information 
on acoustics, visit http://www.dosits.org and http://www.acs.psu.edu/drussell/demos.html (both in 
English). 

There are also several practical experiments that the students can perform themselves or in 
groups. 

Each part of the module is designed for a 45min class, but it can be shortened or made longer 
according as the teachers wish. Experiments can be combined or excluded; there is no need to 
use all material in this module for a certain study program. If the class responds by being very 
interested in one part of this topic, the teacher may go into further detail and shorten or skip other 
parts. The success and time utilization of the experiments depends on the students’ ability to 
focus. If you have more restless, easily excited students, calculate more time for the experiments. 

This module is comprised of:

• General information about acoustics (PowerPoint presentation)

• Questions for the students 
 - What does “Acoustics” mean? 
 - How do marine mammals hear/communicate/perceive their environment?
 - Why are acoustics/noise pollution important/dangerous for marine mammals?
 - What is noise pollution?
 - How can we improve the current underwater noise situation?
 - How can we use acoustics to protect marine mammals and to learn more about   

  them?

• Games/experiments to support the learning process
 - Frequencer (Audio CD / downloadable file with sounds for students to determine  

  their own hearing curve on an audiogram sheet)
 - Human echolocation (A blindfolded student emits click/flick sounds while walking  

  in a shielded circle. The walls will reflect the sound which will impel them to turn)
 - The direction of sound (Students enclose their ears with a tube. By tapping the   

  tube on either side the student can distinguish the sound direction) 
 - Name that sound (A presentation with different natural and anthropogenic sounds  

  for the students to compare and tell which one is which)
 - The hydrophone (Students can build their own hydrophone and listen in a local   

  river or lake, or in the sea, to figure out what they can hear under water)
 - The bubble-curtain experiment (A bubble-curtain is built around a noise source to  

  present a noise mitigation device used in practice) 
 - A gap text (The students can recollect some of what they have learned through   

  this module)
 - Comparison of hearing and communication spectra of porpoise and orca

General information about acoustics

Use the provided PowerPoint presentation to support/enhance your own background 
knowlege. It or parts of it can also be given as a presentation to the students. 

Questions for the students
Start this topic with a Q&A session with the students. We want to first get them to start thinking 
about the topic of marine mammals and sound. Do they already know something about 
acoustics? 

- What does “Acoustics” mean? 
- What is sound?
- How do marine mammals hear/communicate/perceive their environment?
- What is noise pollution?
- Why are acoustics/noise pollution important/dangerous for marine mammals?
- How can we improve the current situation?
- How can we use acoustic research to protect marine mammals and to learn from them?

After collecting some answers from the students, explain the proper responses to every question 
individually. For your answers and explanations use as much detail of the provided responses and 
additional info from the PowerPoint, as is appropriate for your class’s age group.

Gap text solutions
waves, eardrums, vibrating, intensity, frequency, wave length, amplitude, volume, increases, 
higher,frequency, higher, cycle, 340, 1500, temperature, pressure, density, salinity, microphones, 
hy drophones, Sound, communicate, distances, sense, food, Toothed whales, echolocation, iden-
tify, factors, source, frequencies, species, auditory range, masking, behaviour, injury, temporary, 
damage, construction, exploration, mitigation, technologies, anthropogenic

 
Additional info: 
If your school has or allows the use of tablets or iPads, there are Apps, like "Analyzer"   
(https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/analyzer/id454225351?mt=8), available online, which allow  
for acoustical analysis. You and your students could download such an App and evaluate  
different working environments or sound sources. 

Learning activities

1 Frequencer: 
 To play the Frequencer game we developed an audio CD (or downloadable files on www.  
 marine-mammals.com), with sounds of different frequencies and volumes to play out loud.  
 Additionally, an audiogram sheet layout is provided for the students. It is very simple and   
 similar to the example on the right. Make a copy for each student and distribute the sheets  
 before playing the sounds (the sounds are named accordingly). The students should mark  
 down when they hear the sound and leave the spot blank if they don’t. The result is their   
 own, personal human hearing curve (audiogram)!

2 Human echolocation:
 For this experiment you need several large wooden, plastic or cardboard sheets (A0 or simi- 

 lar sizes. You can use old cardboard boxes or other resources you have available at your   
 school). All students should try to practice emitting click sounds prior to the experiment by  
 using their own hand as a barrier to see if the clicks they emit are effective. It might take   
 them some time to produce efficient sounds, but it is a fun group exercise. During the expe- 
 riment all students have to be silent, to get the best experimental effect. 
 The students should stand in a circle, shielding it with the “walls”. Position a blindfolded   
 student in the circle. The other students hold up cardboard panels towards the blindfolded  
 student, who needs to emit click/flick sounds and walk slowly forwards. Once the blindfol  
 ded student reaches the walls he/she will notice a change in the click sound and thus the   
 object in his/her way, which will impel them to turn. Depending on the time and the interest  
 of the students, this experiment can be repeated several times with different blindfold candi- 
 dates. 

3 The direction of sound:
 Use the grey tube with the orange funnel for this experiment. One student holds it from one  

 ear, around his/her back to the other ear. One other student carefully taps on the tube   
 behind the students back. It can be done at different positions on either side, so the   
 listening student can hear and indicate on which side the tube was tabbed on his/her back.  
 The closer to the middle the sound gets, the harder it will be for the student to distinguish   
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Acoustics

“Acoustics” is basically the branch of physics that deals with sound and sound waves. It usually 
refers to the investigation of sound production, dispersion and reception. Bioacoustics is a 
cross-disciplinary science that combines biology and acoustics. Basically, bioacoustics is the 
scientific study, recording & analysis of animal sounds.

1. What is sound?

Similar to the ocean waves you can see rolling in on a beach, sound is a wave that travels through 
air or water. Sound needs to travel through a medium - a liquid (such as water), a solid (such as 
the seafloor), or a gas (such as air). Sound cannot exist if it doesn't have a medium to travel 
through. In outer space sound cannot travel, because it is a vacuum that contains nothing to carry 
the sound. A sound wave is called a compressional or longitudinal wave. The particles in a longi-
tudinal wave move parallel to the direction in which the wave is traveling. 

In contrast the particles in transverse waves move up-and-down. The particles in a transverse 
wave move perpendicular to the direction in which the wave is traveling. A transverse wave can 
be enacted by performing the “La Ola” wave regularly performed in sports events.

2. How do marine mammals hear/communicate/perceive their environment?

The marine fauna lives and communicates in an aquatic environment, which is often dark and 
murky (for example, the North Sea). Thus, eye sight is only of limited practicality to them. Especi-
ally whales have developed very distinct communication strategies and orientation systems, 
which allow them to find their prey and even communicate with conspecifics over great distances. 

Toothed whales use echolocation. They have adapted their anatomy to this very unique form of 
communication and orientation. They can produce very high frequency sound waves by forcing 
air past the phonic lips into the air sacs of their nasal passages. The produced clicks are transfer-
red through so-called acoustic fat in the front of their head (the so-called melon), bundling the 
sound to produce a narrow beam (clicks or pulses). These sound waves travel through the water 
until they reach an object, such as a prey item or an underwater obstacle. These objects then 
reflect the sound waves, so that they eventually return to the whale. The returning echoes are 
received by their hollow lower jaw, which reaches fairly close to their ear complex. Thus, by emit-
ting ultrasonic clicks, or short pulses of sound, whales can listen for echoes and detect objects 
underwater. They can basically “see” their environment through the sound waves they are produ-

cing, on some ways similar to the sonar on a ship. 

Large whales and seals do not use echolocation, however they are still relying on sound and hea-
ring. The larger whales communicate across great distances with other whales, by sending out 
low frequency sounds which can travel very far distances in water. These are produced in their 
laryngeal air sacs. Besides good abilities in underwater and in air hearing, pinnipeds (seals and 
sea lions) have the ability to detect/feel water disturbances with their whiskers. They produce 
sounds with their larynx, similar to other mammals and humans and they communicate with cons-
pecifics through sound. 

3. What is noise pollution?

The world consists of many different sounds, which can have a natural cause like thunder, winds, 
animal sounds and rain or be of unnatural cause, meaning additionally inflicted by humans (anth-
ropogenic). Marine mammals are well adapted to naturally occurring sounds; they understand 
what they mean and they have learned to ignore them or act accordingly. Noise pollution is the 
sum of all additional sounds that can affect marine mammals in their habitats and which usually 
have a high potential of disturbance. In urban and highly industrialized areas many different sour-
ces can be the cause of noise pollution: recreational boats, commercial ships, windfarms, oil rigs, 
underwater exploration for resources, constructions, and many other sources. There are many 
ways we utilize the oceans and many of these induce sound into the natural environment. The 
sum of these unnatural sounds is referred to as “noise pollution”. 

4. Why are acoustics/noise pollution important/dangerous for marine mammals?

Because their main means to find prey and to communicate with others is through sound or even 
to orientate like toothed whales, a functional hearing system is of uttermost importance to marine 
mammals. If their communication sounds are masked by anthropogenic noise, they might not be 
able to hear the calls of other conspecifics to mate or get information where good food sources 
are located, which can play a major role in individual or species survival. Additionally, extremely 
loud noises can force whales to beach themselves because they are trying to escape or evade 
the sound, which can lead to death. 

Noise can also disturb the animals’ natural behaviour, make them leave their known habitat to find 
more silent new locations temporarily or permanently, lead to abortions through acute stress and 
lead to permanent changes in distribution. Very loud continuous or impulsive noise also damage 
their hearing at certain frequencies, which can result in not any longer being able to hear import-
ant signals (such as an approaching ship or a certain frequency component of mating calls). Cont-
inuous stress through noise pollution may lower their immune system and make them more vulne-
rable to infectious diseases and parasitic infections. Many marine mammals emphasize their hea-
ring and communicating abilities at frequencies different from the ones used by humans. They 
may therefore be affected by sounds that we can’t hear neither in air nor underwater. Thus, when 
evaluating noise effects on marine mammals it is often imortant to use broadband recording and 
analysis systems that can reveal sounds and noise that we can’t detect with our ears. 

5. How can we improve the current situation?

Research needs to be conducted on the current levels of noise in the ocean and how they affect 
marine mammals. Politicians and decision makers need to take this research into account when 

judging new solutions or suggestions for ocean use. When new structures are being built, a risk 
assessment including a noise profile should be undertaken. Additionally, sound mitigation measu-
res should be implemented. These could include systems such as bubble curtains during const-
ruction work, or the development of quieter ship engines. (For explanations of this you can find a 
video of the bubble curtain experiment in the PowerPoint presentation and afterwards perform the 
experiment with your students.)

Buying more local goods instead of having everything shipped from abroad is another way to 
improve the current situation of extensive shipping traffic. Thus, by adjusting our personal behavi-
our we may improve the situation for marine mammals, and naturally also for the marine environ-
ment in general. 

6. How can we use acoustic research to protect marine mammals and to learn more   
    about them?

We still do not know much about how marine mammals communicate and orientate themselves 
underwater with sound. Researchers can work with trained animals, blindfolded to ascertain they 
only make use of auditory cues during the experiments. In this way it can be shown that e.g., 
toothed whales are able to find their way through a maze or find prey. We can also investigate the 
hearing abilities of trained animals.  The hearing abilities of stranded individuals can be checked 
through auditory evoked potential measurements, as a health parameter before release: The 
animal should be able to hear the species-specific frequencies to be released back into the wild. 

Another approach is static acoustic monitoring. Acoustic data loggers can be deployed along 
critical habitats or shipping channels. They record the calls of the target species. In this way scien-
tists can better understand species distribution and habitat use, without having to be continuously 
physically present on a boat for observations, potentially disturbing the animals. To avoid boat 
collisions with whales, real-time passive acoustic sensors can transmit the sound signals of seals 
and whales via satellite or radio links to a unit, which informs captains’ and researchers in the area 
that animals are present and that specific caution has to be practiced once an alert has been sent: 
http://www.listenforwhales.org/page.aspx?pid=434.

 the sound direction.

4 Name that sound: 
 This includes a PowerPoint Presentation with different natural and anthropogenic sounds to  

 compare. After hearing the sound the students get 4 possible answers (a, b, c & d) and they  
 have to guess which sound they hear. This game can be performed individually, where   
 every student notes down their answers, or in small groups where the students have to   
 come to a consensus about the correct answer, which stimulates thinking and discussion. 

5 Bubble curtain experiment (see separate description for details)
 All necessary materials for the bubble curtain can be found inside the expedition box. Additi- 

 onally, you need an aquarium, a container or a bucket full of water. 
 Connect the bubble tube with the provided tube to the aquarium pump and lay it in a tight   

 circle, so that it almost makes 2 full circles. Place the circled tube with weights inside the   
 water container, so that it stays on the bottom. As sound device there is a red “panic alarm”  
 provided, which starts by pulling on the string (it stops again by pushing the little shaft back  
 inside). This device needs to be hung into the water. IMPORTANT: make sure that the   
 device hangs in the water column and does not lay on the ground. If it lays on the ground   
 the walls of the aquarium/bucket function as sound transmitters and the experiment will not  
 work, because the “panic” noise will be dispersed equally by all container walls. 

 Once the students have listened to the sound of the hanging submerged device, the   
 students should be silent during the bubble curtain part of the experiment. Plug in the 
 aquarium pump to start the bubble curtain. There will be a clearly detectable drop in the   
 sound level! Don’t let the experiment run for too long, since our ears adapt to the volume of  
 the sounds and the beeping appears louder to us again after some time. 

6 Build your own hydrophone 
 In the expedition box you also find the necessary material for building a hydrophone and   

 using it to listen for underwater sounds. See separate description for details.

7 Gap text

 Fill in this gap text with the provided words. Every word needs to be used once.   

Words and numbers to use: 
340, 1500, amplitude, anthropogenic, auditory range, behaviour, communicate, construction, 
cycle, damage, decreasing, density, distances, eardrums, echolocation, exploration, factors, 
food, frequencies, 2x frequency, hear, hearing, 2x higher, hydrophones, identify, increases, 
injury, intensity, loud, masking, microphones, mitigation, pressure, salinity, sense, sound, 
source, species, technologies, temperature, temporary, toothed whales, underwater, vibra-
ting, volume, wave length, waves

The sounds we hear are actually________________that travel through air or water, which we 
can detect with our ________________ . Sounds can be made by ________________ an 
object. 

Sound is characterized by ________________ , ________________ and 
_______________.

The ________________ is the pressure change as the sound wave passes. Increasing the 
amplitude of a sound makes it louder, just like turning up the ________________ on your 
radio. As the amplitude of the sound wave ________________, the intensity of the sound 
increases. Sounds with ________________ intensities are thus perceived to be louder.

The ________________ is the physical parameter for the number of cycles of sound in a 
second. It makes high- or low-pitched tones, so when you increase the frequency of sound, 
you get a ________________ pitched sound, whereas when ________________ the 
frequency, you get a lower pitched sound.

The wavelength resembles the length of one wave ________________, counted from a desi-
gnated position of one wave to the same position of the next wave.

Sound travels in air at an approximate speed of about ________________ m/sec, while in 
sea water it travels at an approximate speed of about ________________ m/sec.

The speed of sound depends on ________________, ________________, and 
________________ of the matter it travels through, and in the ocean additionally from 
________________.

Instruments which are used to records sounds are called ________________ in air and 
________________ underwater.  

________________ is so important because animals are able to ________________ events 
all around them and to ________________ at great ________________ and from all direc-
tions. Marine animals rely on sound to acoustically ________________ their surroundings, 
communicate, locate ________________, and protect themselves ________________. 

________________ use ________________ to ________________ objects such as food, 
obstacles, and other whales.

There are many ________________ that influence if and how much a sound 
________________ affects marine animals. How ________________ the source is, what 
________________ it transmits, where it will be used, and what ________________ might 
be in the area are all factors that need to be considered. If the sounds are within the animals' 
________________, they may have an effect on them. They could prevent the marine 
animals from ________________ important sounds, which is called ________________, or 
cause the animals to alter their ________________. If the sounds are very loud, they might 
cause physical ________________ to the animals. Exposure to very loud sounds might 
cause ________________ or permanent hearing ________________.

Activities that produce sound include transportation, ________________, defence, geophysi-
cal ________________, and oceanographic research. The goal of ________________ 
techniques and alternative ________________ is to reduce the impacts of 
________________ (man-made) sound on marine mammals

8 Comparison of hearing and communication spectra of porpoise and orca
 Compare the hearing abilities of the species below (Figure 1). Why do you think there is 
 such a difference between the harbour porpoise and the orca, even though they are both   

 toothed whales?

Information for teachers and educators: 
This module is designed to explain the complexities of the acoustic world and to evoke 
student’s interest in topics related to physics.

The general information is found in a PowerPoint presentation, which can be held for students or 
just act as a facilitator for information transmission to the teacher. For more detailed information 
on acoustics, visit http://www.dosits.org and http://www.acs.psu.edu/drussell/demos.html (both in 
English). 

There are also several practical experiments that the students can perform themselves or in 
groups. 

Each part of the module is designed for a 45min class, but it can be shortened or made longer 
according as the teachers wish. Experiments can be combined or excluded; there is no need to 
use all material in this module for a certain study program. If the class responds by being very 
interested in one part of this topic, the teacher may go into further detail and shorten or skip other 
parts. The success and time utilization of the experiments depends on the students’ ability to 
focus. If you have more restless, easily excited students, calculate more time for the experiments. 

This module is comprised of:

• General information about acoustics (PowerPoint presentation)

• Questions for the students 
 - What does “Acoustics” mean? 
 - How do marine mammals hear/communicate/perceive their environment?
 - Why are acoustics/noise pollution important/dangerous for marine mammals?
 - What is noise pollution?
 - How can we improve the current underwater noise situation?
 - How can we use acoustics to protect marine mammals and to learn more about   

  them?

• Games/experiments to support the learning process
 - Frequencer (Audio CD / downloadable file with sounds for students to determine  

  their own hearing curve on an audiogram sheet)
 - Human echolocation (A blindfolded student emits click/flick sounds while walking  

  in a shielded circle. The walls will reflect the sound which will impel them to turn)
 - The direction of sound (Students enclose their ears with a tube. By tapping the   

  tube on either side the student can distinguish the sound direction) 
 - Name that sound (A presentation with different natural and anthropogenic sounds  

  for the students to compare and tell which one is which)
 - The hydrophone (Students can build their own hydrophone and listen in a local   

  river or lake, or in the sea, to figure out what they can hear under water)
 - The bubble-curtain experiment (A bubble-curtain is built around a noise source to  

  present a noise mitigation device used in practice) 
 - A gap text (The students can recollect some of what they have learned through   

  this module)
 - Comparison of hearing and communication spectra of porpoise and orca

General information about acoustics

Use the provided PowerPoint presentation to support/enhance your own background 
knowlege. It or parts of it can also be given as a presentation to the students. 

Questions for the students
Start this topic with a Q&A session with the students. We want to first get them to start thinking 
about the topic of marine mammals and sound. Do they already know something about 
acoustics? 

- What does “Acoustics” mean? 
- What is sound?
- How do marine mammals hear/communicate/perceive their environment?
- What is noise pollution?
- Why are acoustics/noise pollution important/dangerous for marine mammals?
- How can we improve the current situation?
- How can we use acoustic research to protect marine mammals and to learn from them?

After collecting some answers from the students, explain the proper responses to every question 
individually. For your answers and explanations use as much detail of the provided responses and 
additional info from the PowerPoint, as is appropriate for your class’s age group.

Gap text solutions
waves, eardrums, vibrating, intensity, frequency, wave length, amplitude, volume, increases, 
higher,frequency, higher, cycle, 340, 1500, temperature, pressure, density, salinity, microphones, 
hy drophones, Sound, communicate, distances, sense, food, Toothed whales, echolocation, iden-
tify, factors, source, frequencies, species, auditory range, masking, behaviour, injury, temporary, 
damage, construction, exploration, mitigation, technologies, anthropogenic

 
Additional info: 
If your school has or allows the use of tablets or iPads, there are Apps, like "Analyzer"   
(https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/analyzer/id454225351?mt=8), available online, which allow  
for acoustical analysis. You and your students could download such an App and evaluate  
different working environments or sound sources. 

Learning activities

1 Frequencer: 
 To play the Frequencer game we developed an audio CD (or downloadable files on www.  
 marine-mammals.com), with sounds of different frequencies and volumes to play out loud.  
 Additionally, an audiogram sheet layout is provided for the students. It is very simple and   
 similar to the example on the right. Make a copy for each student and distribute the sheets  
 before playing the sounds (the sounds are named accordingly). The students should mark  
 down when they hear the sound and leave the spot blank if they don’t. The result is their   
 own, personal human hearing curve (audiogram)!

2 Human echolocation:
 For this experiment you need several large wooden, plastic or cardboard sheets (A0 or simi- 

 lar sizes. You can use old cardboard boxes or other resources you have available at your   
 school). All students should try to practice emitting click sounds prior to the experiment by  
 using their own hand as a barrier to see if the clicks they emit are effective. It might take   
 them some time to produce efficient sounds, but it is a fun group exercise. During the expe- 
 riment all students have to be silent, to get the best experimental effect. 
 The students should stand in a circle, shielding it with the “walls”. Position a blindfolded   
 student in the circle. The other students hold up cardboard panels towards the blindfolded  
 student, who needs to emit click/flick sounds and walk slowly forwards. Once the blindfol  
 ded student reaches the walls he/she will notice a change in the click sound and thus the   
 object in his/her way, which will impel them to turn. Depending on the time and the interest  
 of the students, this experiment can be repeated several times with different blindfold candi- 
 dates. 

3 The direction of sound:
 Use the grey tube with the orange funnel for this experiment. One student holds it from one  

 ear, around his/her back to the other ear. One other student carefully taps on the tube   
 behind the students back. It can be done at different positions on either side, so the   
 listening student can hear and indicate on which side the tube was tabbed on his/her back.  
 The closer to the middle the sound gets, the harder it will be for the student to distinguish   
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Acoustics

“Acoustics” is basically the branch of physics that deals with sound and sound waves. It usually 
refers to the investigation of sound production, dispersion and reception. Bioacoustics is a 
cross-disciplinary science that combines biology and acoustics. Basically, bioacoustics is the 
scientific study, recording & analysis of animal sounds.

1. What is sound?

Similar to the ocean waves you can see rolling in on a beach, sound is a wave that travels through 
air or water. Sound needs to travel through a medium - a liquid (such as water), a solid (such as 
the seafloor), or a gas (such as air). Sound cannot exist if it doesn't have a medium to travel 
through. In outer space sound cannot travel, because it is a vacuum that contains nothing to carry 
the sound. A sound wave is called a compressional or longitudinal wave. The particles in a longi-
tudinal wave move parallel to the direction in which the wave is traveling. 

In contrast the particles in transverse waves move up-and-down. The particles in a transverse 
wave move perpendicular to the direction in which the wave is traveling. A transverse wave can 
be enacted by performing the “La Ola” wave regularly performed in sports events.

2. How do marine mammals hear/communicate/perceive their environment?

The marine fauna lives and communicates in an aquatic environment, which is often dark and 
murky (for example, the North Sea). Thus, eye sight is only of limited practicality to them. Especi-
ally whales have developed very distinct communication strategies and orientation systems, 
which allow them to find their prey and even communicate with conspecifics over great distances. 

Toothed whales use echolocation. They have adapted their anatomy to this very unique form of 
communication and orientation. They can produce very high frequency sound waves by forcing 
air past the phonic lips into the air sacs of their nasal passages. The produced clicks are transfer-
red through so-called acoustic fat in the front of their head (the so-called melon), bundling the 
sound to produce a narrow beam (clicks or pulses). These sound waves travel through the water 
until they reach an object, such as a prey item or an underwater obstacle. These objects then 
reflect the sound waves, so that they eventually return to the whale. The returning echoes are 
received by their hollow lower jaw, which reaches fairly close to their ear complex. Thus, by emit-
ting ultrasonic clicks, or short pulses of sound, whales can listen for echoes and detect objects 
underwater. They can basically “see” their environment through the sound waves they are produ-

cing, on some ways similar to the sonar on a ship. 

Large whales and seals do not use echolocation, however they are still relying on sound and hea-
ring. The larger whales communicate across great distances with other whales, by sending out 
low frequency sounds which can travel very far distances in water. These are produced in their 
laryngeal air sacs. Besides good abilities in underwater and in air hearing, pinnipeds (seals and 
sea lions) have the ability to detect/feel water disturbances with their whiskers. They produce 
sounds with their larynx, similar to other mammals and humans and they communicate with cons-
pecifics through sound. 

3. What is noise pollution?

The world consists of many different sounds, which can have a natural cause like thunder, winds, 
animal sounds and rain or be of unnatural cause, meaning additionally inflicted by humans (anth-
ropogenic). Marine mammals are well adapted to naturally occurring sounds; they understand 
what they mean and they have learned to ignore them or act accordingly. Noise pollution is the 
sum of all additional sounds that can affect marine mammals in their habitats and which usually 
have a high potential of disturbance. In urban and highly industrialized areas many different sour-
ces can be the cause of noise pollution: recreational boats, commercial ships, windfarms, oil rigs, 
underwater exploration for resources, constructions, and many other sources. There are many 
ways we utilize the oceans and many of these induce sound into the natural environment. The 
sum of these unnatural sounds is referred to as “noise pollution”. 

4. Why are acoustics/noise pollution important/dangerous for marine mammals?

Because their main means to find prey and to communicate with others is through sound or even 
to orientate like toothed whales, a functional hearing system is of uttermost importance to marine 
mammals. If their communication sounds are masked by anthropogenic noise, they might not be 
able to hear the calls of other conspecifics to mate or get information where good food sources 
are located, which can play a major role in individual or species survival. Additionally, extremely 
loud noises can force whales to beach themselves because they are trying to escape or evade 
the sound, which can lead to death. 

Noise can also disturb the animals’ natural behaviour, make them leave their known habitat to find 
more silent new locations temporarily or permanently, lead to abortions through acute stress and 
lead to permanent changes in distribution. Very loud continuous or impulsive noise also damage 
their hearing at certain frequencies, which can result in not any longer being able to hear import-
ant signals (such as an approaching ship or a certain frequency component of mating calls). Cont-
inuous stress through noise pollution may lower their immune system and make them more vulne-
rable to infectious diseases and parasitic infections. Many marine mammals emphasize their hea-
ring and communicating abilities at frequencies different from the ones used by humans. They 
may therefore be affected by sounds that we can’t hear neither in air nor underwater. Thus, when 
evaluating noise effects on marine mammals it is often imortant to use broadband recording and 
analysis systems that can reveal sounds and noise that we can’t detect with our ears. 

5. How can we improve the current situation?

Research needs to be conducted on the current levels of noise in the ocean and how they affect 
marine mammals. Politicians and decision makers need to take this research into account when 

judging new solutions or suggestions for ocean use. When new structures are being built, a risk 
assessment including a noise profile should be undertaken. Additionally, sound mitigation measu-
res should be implemented. These could include systems such as bubble curtains during const-
ruction work, or the development of quieter ship engines. (For explanations of this you can find a 
video of the bubble curtain experiment in the PowerPoint presentation and afterwards perform the 
experiment with your students.)

Buying more local goods instead of having everything shipped from abroad is another way to 
improve the current situation of extensive shipping traffic. Thus, by adjusting our personal behavi-
our we may improve the situation for marine mammals, and naturally also for the marine environ-
ment in general. 

6. How can we use acoustic research to protect marine mammals and to learn more   
    about them?

We still do not know much about how marine mammals communicate and orientate themselves 
underwater with sound. Researchers can work with trained animals, blindfolded to ascertain they 
only make use of auditory cues during the experiments. In this way it can be shown that e.g., 
toothed whales are able to find their way through a maze or find prey. We can also investigate the 
hearing abilities of trained animals.  The hearing abilities of stranded individuals can be checked 
through auditory evoked potential measurements, as a health parameter before release: The 
animal should be able to hear the species-specific frequencies to be released back into the wild. 

Another approach is static acoustic monitoring. Acoustic data loggers can be deployed along 
critical habitats or shipping channels. They record the calls of the target species. In this way scien-
tists can better understand species distribution and habitat use, without having to be continuously 
physically present on a boat for observations, potentially disturbing the animals. To avoid boat 
collisions with whales, real-time passive acoustic sensors can transmit the sound signals of seals 
and whales via satellite or radio links to a unit, which informs captains’ and researchers in the area 
that animals are present and that specific caution has to be practiced once an alert has been sent: 
http://www.listenforwhales.org/page.aspx?pid=434.

 the sound direction.

4 Name that sound: 
 This includes a PowerPoint Presentation with different natural and anthropogenic sounds to  

 compare. After hearing the sound the students get 4 possible answers (a, b, c & d) and they  
 have to guess which sound they hear. This game can be performed individually, where   
 every student notes down their answers, or in small groups where the students have to   
 come to a consensus about the correct answer, which stimulates thinking and discussion. 

5 Bubble curtain experiment (see separate description for details)
 All necessary materials for the bubble curtain can be found inside the expedition box. Additi- 

 onally, you need an aquarium, a container or a bucket full of water. 
 Connect the bubble tube with the provided tube to the aquarium pump and lay it in a tight   

 circle, so that it almost makes 2 full circles. Place the circled tube with weights inside the   
 water container, so that it stays on the bottom. As sound device there is a red “panic alarm”  
 provided, which starts by pulling on the string (it stops again by pushing the little shaft back  
 inside). This device needs to be hung into the water. IMPORTANT: make sure that the   
 device hangs in the water column and does not lay on the ground. If it lays on the ground   
 the walls of the aquarium/bucket function as sound transmitters and the experiment will not  
 work, because the “panic” noise will be dispersed equally by all container walls. 

 Once the students have listened to the sound of the hanging submerged device, the   
 students should be silent during the bubble curtain part of the experiment. Plug in the 
 aquarium pump to start the bubble curtain. There will be a clearly detectable drop in the   
 sound level! Don’t let the experiment run for too long, since our ears adapt to the volume of  
 the sounds and the beeping appears louder to us again after some time. 

6 Build your own hydrophone 
 In the expedition box you also find the necessary material for building a hydrophone and   

 using it to listen for underwater sounds. See separate description for details.

7 Gap text

 Fill in this gap text with the provided words. Every word needs to be used once.   

Words and numbers to use: 
340, 1500, amplitude, anthropogenic, auditory range, behaviour, communicate, construction, 
cycle, damage, decreasing, density, distances, eardrums, echolocation, exploration, factors, 
food, frequencies, 2x frequency, hear, hearing, 2x higher, hydrophones, identify, increases, 
injury, intensity, loud, masking, microphones, mitigation, pressure, salinity, sense, sound, 
source, species, technologies, temperature, temporary, toothed whales, underwater, vibra-
ting, volume, wave length, waves

The sounds we hear are actually________________that travel through air or water, which we 
can detect with our ________________ . Sounds can be made by ________________ an 
object. 

Sound is characterized by ________________ , ________________ and 
_______________.

The ________________ is the pressure change as the sound wave passes. Increasing the 
amplitude of a sound makes it louder, just like turning up the ________________ on your 
radio. As the amplitude of the sound wave ________________, the intensity of the sound 
increases. Sounds with ________________ intensities are thus perceived to be louder.

The ________________ is the physical parameter for the number of cycles of sound in a 
second. It makes high- or low-pitched tones, so when you increase the frequency of sound, 
you get a ________________ pitched sound, whereas when ________________ the 
frequency, you get a lower pitched sound.

The wavelength resembles the length of one wave ________________, counted from a desi-
gnated position of one wave to the same position of the next wave.

Sound travels in air at an approximate speed of about ________________ m/sec, while in 
sea water it travels at an approximate speed of about ________________ m/sec.

The speed of sound depends on ________________, ________________, and 
________________ of the matter it travels through, and in the ocean additionally from 
________________.

Instruments which are used to records sounds are called ________________ in air and 
________________ underwater.  

________________ is so important because animals are able to ________________ events 
all around them and to ________________ at great ________________ and from all direc-
tions. Marine animals rely on sound to acoustically ________________ their surroundings, 
communicate, locate ________________, and protect themselves ________________. 

________________ use ________________ to ________________ objects such as food, 
obstacles, and other whales.

There are many ________________ that influence if and how much a sound 
________________ affects marine animals. How ________________ the source is, what 
________________ it transmits, where it will be used, and what ________________ might 
be in the area are all factors that need to be considered. If the sounds are within the animals' 
________________, they may have an effect on them. They could prevent the marine 
animals from ________________ important sounds, which is called ________________, or 
cause the animals to alter their ________________. If the sounds are very loud, they might 
cause physical ________________ to the animals. Exposure to very loud sounds might 
cause ________________ or permanent hearing ________________.

Activities that produce sound include transportation, ________________, defence, geophysi-
cal ________________, and oceanographic research. The goal of ________________ 
techniques and alternative ________________ is to reduce the impacts of 
________________ (man-made) sound on marine mammals

8 Comparison of hearing and communication spectra of porpoise and orca
 Compare the hearing abilities of the species below (Figure 1). Why do you think there is 
 such a difference between the harbour porpoise and the orca, even though they are both   

 toothed whales?

Information for teachers and educators: 
This module is designed to explain the complexities of the acoustic world and to evoke 
student’s interest in topics related to physics.

The general information is found in a PowerPoint presentation, which can be held for students or 
just act as a facilitator for information transmission to the teacher. For more detailed information 
on acoustics, visit http://www.dosits.org and http://www.acs.psu.edu/drussell/demos.html (both in 
English). 

There are also several practical experiments that the students can perform themselves or in 
groups. 

Each part of the module is designed for a 45min class, but it can be shortened or made longer 
according as the teachers wish. Experiments can be combined or excluded; there is no need to 
use all material in this module for a certain study program. If the class responds by being very 
interested in one part of this topic, the teacher may go into further detail and shorten or skip other 
parts. The success and time utilization of the experiments depends on the students’ ability to 
focus. If you have more restless, easily excited students, calculate more time for the experiments. 

This module is comprised of:

• General information about acoustics (PowerPoint presentation)

• Questions for the students 
 - What does “Acoustics” mean? 
 - How do marine mammals hear/communicate/perceive their environment?
 - Why are acoustics/noise pollution important/dangerous for marine mammals?
 - What is noise pollution?
 - How can we improve the current underwater noise situation?
 - How can we use acoustics to protect marine mammals and to learn more about   

  them?

• Games/experiments to support the learning process
 - Frequencer (Audio CD / downloadable file with sounds for students to determine  

  their own hearing curve on an audiogram sheet)
 - Human echolocation (A blindfolded student emits click/flick sounds while walking  

  in a shielded circle. The walls will reflect the sound which will impel them to turn)
 - The direction of sound (Students enclose their ears with a tube. By tapping the   

  tube on either side the student can distinguish the sound direction) 
 - Name that sound (A presentation with different natural and anthropogenic sounds  

  for the students to compare and tell which one is which)
 - The hydrophone (Students can build their own hydrophone and listen in a local   

  river or lake, or in the sea, to figure out what they can hear under water)
 - The bubble-curtain experiment (A bubble-curtain is built around a noise source to  

  present a noise mitigation device used in practice) 
 - A gap text (The students can recollect some of what they have learned through   

  this module)
 - Comparison of hearing and communication spectra of porpoise and orca

General information about acoustics

Use the provided PowerPoint presentation to support/enhance your own background 
knowlege. It or parts of it can also be given as a presentation to the students. 

Questions for the students
Start this topic with a Q&A session with the students. We want to first get them to start thinking 
about the topic of marine mammals and sound. Do they already know something about 
acoustics? 

- What does “Acoustics” mean? 
- What is sound?
- How do marine mammals hear/communicate/perceive their environment?
- What is noise pollution?
- Why are acoustics/noise pollution important/dangerous for marine mammals?
- How can we improve the current situation?
- How can we use acoustic research to protect marine mammals and to learn from them?

After collecting some answers from the students, explain the proper responses to every question 
individually. For your answers and explanations use as much detail of the provided responses and 
additional info from the PowerPoint, as is appropriate for your class’s age group.

Gap text solutions
waves, eardrums, vibrating, intensity, frequency, wave length, amplitude, volume, increases, 
higher,frequency, higher, cycle, 340, 1500, temperature, pressure, density, salinity, microphones, 
hy drophones, Sound, communicate, distances, sense, food, Toothed whales, echolocation, iden-
tify, factors, source, frequencies, species, auditory range, masking, behaviour, injury, temporary, 
damage, construction, exploration, mitigation, technologies, anthropogenic

 
Additional info: 
If your school has or allows the use of tablets or iPads, there are Apps, like "Analyzer"   
(https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/analyzer/id454225351?mt=8), available online, which allow  
for acoustical analysis. You and your students could download such an App and evaluate  
different working environments or sound sources. 

Learning activities

1 Frequencer: 
 To play the Frequencer game we developed an audio CD (or downloadable files on www.  
 marine-mammals.com), with sounds of different frequencies and volumes to play out loud.  
 Additionally, an audiogram sheet layout is provided for the students. It is very simple and   
 similar to the example on the right. Make a copy for each student and distribute the sheets  
 before playing the sounds (the sounds are named accordingly). The students should mark  
 down when they hear the sound and leave the spot blank if they don’t. The result is their   
 own, personal human hearing curve (audiogram)!

2 Human echolocation:
 For this experiment you need several large wooden, plastic or cardboard sheets (A0 or simi- 

 lar sizes. You can use old cardboard boxes or other resources you have available at your   
 school). All students should try to practice emitting click sounds prior to the experiment by  
 using their own hand as a barrier to see if the clicks they emit are effective. It might take   
 them some time to produce efficient sounds, but it is a fun group exercise. During the expe- 
 riment all students have to be silent, to get the best experimental effect. 
 The students should stand in a circle, shielding it with the “walls”. Position a blindfolded   
 student in the circle. The other students hold up cardboard panels towards the blindfolded  
 student, who needs to emit click/flick sounds and walk slowly forwards. Once the blindfol  
 ded student reaches the walls he/she will notice a change in the click sound and thus the   
 object in his/her way, which will impel them to turn. Depending on the time and the interest  
 of the students, this experiment can be repeated several times with different blindfold candi- 
 dates. 

3 The direction of sound:
 Use the grey tube with the orange funnel for this experiment. One student holds it from one  

 ear, around his/her back to the other ear. One other student carefully taps on the tube   
 behind the students back. It can be done at different positions on either side, so the   
 listening student can hear and indicate on which side the tube was tabbed on his/her back.  
 The closer to the middle the sound gets, the harder it will be for the student to distinguish   
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Acoustics

“Acoustics” is basically the branch of physics that deals with sound and sound waves. It usually 
refers to the investigation of sound production, dispersion and reception. Bioacoustics is a 
cross-disciplinary science that combines biology and acoustics. Basically, bioacoustics is the 
scientific study, recording & analysis of animal sounds.

1. What is sound?

Similar to the ocean waves you can see rolling in on a beach, sound is a wave that travels through 
air or water. Sound needs to travel through a medium - a liquid (such as water), a solid (such as 
the seafloor), or a gas (such as air). Sound cannot exist if it doesn't have a medium to travel 
through. In outer space sound cannot travel, because it is a vacuum that contains nothing to carry 
the sound. A sound wave is called a compressional or longitudinal wave. The particles in a longi-
tudinal wave move parallel to the direction in which the wave is traveling. 

In contrast the particles in transverse waves move up-and-down. The particles in a transverse 
wave move perpendicular to the direction in which the wave is traveling. A transverse wave can 
be enacted by performing the “La Ola” wave regularly performed in sports events.

2. How do marine mammals hear/communicate/perceive their environment?

The marine fauna lives and communicates in an aquatic environment, which is often dark and 
murky (for example, the North Sea). Thus, eye sight is only of limited practicality to them. Especi-
ally whales have developed very distinct communication strategies and orientation systems, 
which allow them to find their prey and even communicate with conspecifics over great distances. 

Toothed whales use echolocation. They have adapted their anatomy to this very unique form of 
communication and orientation. They can produce very high frequency sound waves by forcing 
air past the phonic lips into the air sacs of their nasal passages. The produced clicks are transfer-
red through so-called acoustic fat in the front of their head (the so-called melon), bundling the 
sound to produce a narrow beam (clicks or pulses). These sound waves travel through the water 
until they reach an object, such as a prey item or an underwater obstacle. These objects then 
reflect the sound waves, so that they eventually return to the whale. The returning echoes are 
received by their hollow lower jaw, which reaches fairly close to their ear complex. Thus, by emit-
ting ultrasonic clicks, or short pulses of sound, whales can listen for echoes and detect objects 
underwater. They can basically “see” their environment through the sound waves they are produ-

cing, on some ways similar to the sonar on a ship. 

Large whales and seals do not use echolocation, however they are still relying on sound and hea-
ring. The larger whales communicate across great distances with other whales, by sending out 
low frequency sounds which can travel very far distances in water. These are produced in their 
laryngeal air sacs. Besides good abilities in underwater and in air hearing, pinnipeds (seals and 
sea lions) have the ability to detect/feel water disturbances with their whiskers. They produce 
sounds with their larynx, similar to other mammals and humans and they communicate with cons-
pecifics through sound. 

3. What is noise pollution?

The world consists of many different sounds, which can have a natural cause like thunder, winds, 
animal sounds and rain or be of unnatural cause, meaning additionally inflicted by humans (anth-
ropogenic). Marine mammals are well adapted to naturally occurring sounds; they understand 
what they mean and they have learned to ignore them or act accordingly. Noise pollution is the 
sum of all additional sounds that can affect marine mammals in their habitats and which usually 
have a high potential of disturbance. In urban and highly industrialized areas many different sour-
ces can be the cause of noise pollution: recreational boats, commercial ships, windfarms, oil rigs, 
underwater exploration for resources, constructions, and many other sources. There are many 
ways we utilize the oceans and many of these induce sound into the natural environment. The 
sum of these unnatural sounds is referred to as “noise pollution”. 

4. Why are acoustics/noise pollution important/dangerous for marine mammals?

Because their main means to find prey and to communicate with others is through sound or even 
to orientate like toothed whales, a functional hearing system is of uttermost importance to marine 
mammals. If their communication sounds are masked by anthropogenic noise, they might not be 
able to hear the calls of other conspecifics to mate or get information where good food sources 
are located, which can play a major role in individual or species survival. Additionally, extremely 
loud noises can force whales to beach themselves because they are trying to escape or evade 
the sound, which can lead to death. 

Noise can also disturb the animals’ natural behaviour, make them leave their known habitat to find 
more silent new locations temporarily or permanently, lead to abortions through acute stress and 
lead to permanent changes in distribution. Very loud continuous or impulsive noise also damage 
their hearing at certain frequencies, which can result in not any longer being able to hear import-
ant signals (such as an approaching ship or a certain frequency component of mating calls). Cont-
inuous stress through noise pollution may lower their immune system and make them more vulne-
rable to infectious diseases and parasitic infections. Many marine mammals emphasize their hea-
ring and communicating abilities at frequencies different from the ones used by humans. They 
may therefore be affected by sounds that we can’t hear neither in air nor underwater. Thus, when 
evaluating noise effects on marine mammals it is often imortant to use broadband recording and 
analysis systems that can reveal sounds and noise that we can’t detect with our ears. 

5. How can we improve the current situation?

Research needs to be conducted on the current levels of noise in the ocean and how they affect 
marine mammals. Politicians and decision makers need to take this research into account when 

judging new solutions or suggestions for ocean use. When new structures are being built, a risk 
assessment including a noise profile should be undertaken. Additionally, sound mitigation measu-
res should be implemented. These could include systems such as bubble curtains during const-
ruction work, or the development of quieter ship engines. (For explanations of this you can find a 
video of the bubble curtain experiment in the PowerPoint presentation and afterwards perform the 
experiment with your students.)

Buying more local goods instead of having everything shipped from abroad is another way to 
improve the current situation of extensive shipping traffic. Thus, by adjusting our personal behavi-
our we may improve the situation for marine mammals, and naturally also for the marine environ-
ment in general. 

6. How can we use acoustic research to protect marine mammals and to learn more   
    about them?

We still do not know much about how marine mammals communicate and orientate themselves 
underwater with sound. Researchers can work with trained animals, blindfolded to ascertain they 
only make use of auditory cues during the experiments. In this way it can be shown that e.g., 
toothed whales are able to find their way through a maze or find prey. We can also investigate the 
hearing abilities of trained animals.  The hearing abilities of stranded individuals can be checked 
through auditory evoked potential measurements, as a health parameter before release: The 
animal should be able to hear the species-specific frequencies to be released back into the wild. 

Another approach is static acoustic monitoring. Acoustic data loggers can be deployed along 
critical habitats or shipping channels. They record the calls of the target species. In this way scien-
tists can better understand species distribution and habitat use, without having to be continuously 
physically present on a boat for observations, potentially disturbing the animals. To avoid boat 
collisions with whales, real-time passive acoustic sensors can transmit the sound signals of seals 
and whales via satellite or radio links to a unit, which informs captains’ and researchers in the area 
that animals are present and that specific caution has to be practiced once an alert has been sent: 
http://www.listenforwhales.org/page.aspx?pid=434.

 the sound direction.

4 Name that sound: 
 This includes a PowerPoint Presentation with different natural and anthropogenic sounds to  

 compare. After hearing the sound the students get 4 possible answers (a, b, c & d) and they  
 have to guess which sound they hear. This game can be performed individually, where   
 every student notes down their answers, or in small groups where the students have to   
 come to a consensus about the correct answer, which stimulates thinking and discussion. 

5 Bubble curtain experiment (see separate description for details)
 All necessary materials for the bubble curtain can be found inside the expedition box. Additi- 

 onally, you need an aquarium, a container or a bucket full of water. 
 Connect the bubble tube with the provided tube to the aquarium pump and lay it in a tight   

 circle, so that it almost makes 2 full circles. Place the circled tube with weights inside the   
 water container, so that it stays on the bottom. As sound device there is a red “panic alarm”  
 provided, which starts by pulling on the string (it stops again by pushing the little shaft back  
 inside). This device needs to be hung into the water. IMPORTANT: make sure that the   
 device hangs in the water column and does not lay on the ground. If it lays on the ground   
 the walls of the aquarium/bucket function as sound transmitters and the experiment will not  
 work, because the “panic” noise will be dispersed equally by all container walls. 

 Once the students have listened to the sound of the hanging submerged device, the   
 students should be silent during the bubble curtain part of the experiment. Plug in the 
 aquarium pump to start the bubble curtain. There will be a clearly detectable drop in the   
 sound level! Don’t let the experiment run for too long, since our ears adapt to the volume of  
 the sounds and the beeping appears louder to us again after some time. 

6 Build your own hydrophone 
 In the expedition box you also find the necessary material for building a hydrophone and   

 using it to listen for underwater sounds. See separate description for details.

7 Gap text

 Fill in this gap text with the provided words. Every word needs to be used once.   

Words and numbers to use: 
340, 1500, amplitude, anthropogenic, auditory range, behaviour, communicate, construction, 
cycle, damage, decreasing, density, distances, eardrums, echolocation, exploration, factors, 
food, frequencies, 2x frequency, hear, hearing, 2x higher, hydrophones, identify, increases, 
injury, intensity, loud, masking, microphones, mitigation, pressure, salinity, sense, sound, 
source, species, technologies, temperature, temporary, toothed whales, underwater, vibra-
ting, volume, wave length, waves

The sounds we hear are actually________________that travel through air or water, which we 
can detect with our ________________ . Sounds can be made by ________________ an 
object. 

Sound is characterized by ________________ , ________________ and 
_______________.

The ________________ is the pressure change as the sound wave passes. Increasing the 
amplitude of a sound makes it louder, just like turning up the ________________ on your 
radio. As the amplitude of the sound wave ________________, the intensity of the sound 
increases. Sounds with ________________ intensities are thus perceived to be louder.

The ________________ is the physical parameter for the number of cycles of sound in a 
second. It makes high- or low-pitched tones, so when you increase the frequency of sound, 
you get a ________________ pitched sound, whereas when ________________ the 
frequency, you get a lower pitched sound.

The wavelength resembles the length of one wave ________________, counted from a desi-
gnated position of one wave to the same position of the next wave.

Sound travels in air at an approximate speed of about ________________ m/sec, while in 
sea water it travels at an approximate speed of about ________________ m/sec.

The speed of sound depends on ________________, ________________, and 
________________ of the matter it travels through, and in the ocean additionally from 
________________.

Instruments which are used to records sounds are called ________________ in air and 
________________ underwater.  

________________ is so important because animals are able to ________________ events 
all around them and to ________________ at great ________________ and from all direc-
tions. Marine animals rely on sound to acoustically ________________ their surroundings, 
communicate, locate ________________, and protect themselves ________________. 

________________ use ________________ to ________________ objects such as food, 
obstacles, and other whales.

There are many ________________ that influence if and how much a sound 
________________ affects marine animals. How ________________ the source is, what 
________________ it transmits, where it will be used, and what ________________ might 
be in the area are all factors that need to be considered. If the sounds are within the animals' 
________________, they may have an effect on them. They could prevent the marine 
animals from ________________ important sounds, which is called ________________, or 
cause the animals to alter their ________________. If the sounds are very loud, they might 
cause physical ________________ to the animals. Exposure to very loud sounds might 
cause ________________ or permanent hearing ________________.

Activities that produce sound include transportation, ________________, defence, geophysi-
cal ________________, and oceanographic research. The goal of ________________ 
techniques and alternative ________________ is to reduce the impacts of 
________________ (man-made) sound on marine mammals

8 Comparison of hearing and communication spectra of porpoise and orca
 Compare the hearing abilities of the species below (Figure 1). Why do you think there is 
 such a difference between the harbour porpoise and the orca, even though they are both   

 toothed whales?

Information for teachers and educators: 
This module is designed to explain the complexities of the acoustic world and to evoke 
student’s interest in topics related to physics.

The general information is found in a PowerPoint presentation, which can be held for students or 
just act as a facilitator for information transmission to the teacher. For more detailed information 
on acoustics, visit http://www.dosits.org and http://www.acs.psu.edu/drussell/demos.html (both in 
English). 

There are also several practical experiments that the students can perform themselves or in 
groups. 

Each part of the module is designed for a 45min class, but it can be shortened or made longer 
according as the teachers wish. Experiments can be combined or excluded; there is no need to 
use all material in this module for a certain study program. If the class responds by being very 
interested in one part of this topic, the teacher may go into further detail and shorten or skip other 
parts. The success and time utilization of the experiments depends on the students’ ability to 
focus. If you have more restless, easily excited students, calculate more time for the experiments. 

This module is comprised of:

• General information about acoustics (PowerPoint presentation)

• Questions for the students 
 - What does “Acoustics” mean? 
 - How do marine mammals hear/communicate/perceive their environment?
 - Why are acoustics/noise pollution important/dangerous for marine mammals?
 - What is noise pollution?
 - How can we improve the current underwater noise situation?
 - How can we use acoustics to protect marine mammals and to learn more about   

  them?

• Games/experiments to support the learning process
 - Frequencer (Audio CD / downloadable file with sounds for students to determine  

  their own hearing curve on an audiogram sheet)
 - Human echolocation (A blindfolded student emits click/flick sounds while walking  

  in a shielded circle. The walls will reflect the sound which will impel them to turn)
 - The direction of sound (Students enclose their ears with a tube. By tapping the   

  tube on either side the student can distinguish the sound direction) 
 - Name that sound (A presentation with different natural and anthropogenic sounds  

  for the students to compare and tell which one is which)
 - The hydrophone (Students can build their own hydrophone and listen in a local   

  river or lake, or in the sea, to figure out what they can hear under water)
 - The bubble-curtain experiment (A bubble-curtain is built around a noise source to  

  present a noise mitigation device used in practice) 
 - A gap text (The students can recollect some of what they have learned through   

  this module)
 - Comparison of hearing and communication spectra of porpoise and orca

General information about acoustics

Use the provided PowerPoint presentation to support/enhance your own background 
knowlege. It or parts of it can also be given as a presentation to the students. 

Questions for the students
Start this topic with a Q&A session with the students. We want to first get them to start thinking 
about the topic of marine mammals and sound. Do they already know something about 
acoustics? 

- What does “Acoustics” mean? 
- What is sound?
- How do marine mammals hear/communicate/perceive their environment?
- What is noise pollution?
- Why are acoustics/noise pollution important/dangerous for marine mammals?
- How can we improve the current situation?
- How can we use acoustic research to protect marine mammals and to learn from them?

After collecting some answers from the students, explain the proper responses to every question 
individually. For your answers and explanations use as much detail of the provided responses and 
additional info from the PowerPoint, as is appropriate for your class’s age group.

Gap text solutions
waves, eardrums, vibrating, intensity, frequency, wave length, amplitude, volume, increases, 
higher,frequency, higher, cycle, 340, 1500, temperature, pressure, density, salinity, microphones, 
hy drophones, Sound, communicate, distances, sense, food, Toothed whales, echolocation, iden-
tify, factors, source, frequencies, species, auditory range, masking, behaviour, injury, temporary, 
damage, construction, exploration, mitigation, technologies, anthropogenic

 
Additional info: 
If your school has or allows the use of tablets or iPads, there are Apps, like "Analyzer"   
(https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/analyzer/id454225351?mt=8), available online, which allow  
for acoustical analysis. You and your students could download such an App and evaluate  
different working environments or sound sources. 

Learning activities

1 Frequencer: 
 To play the Frequencer game we developed an audio CD (or downloadable files on www.  
 marine-mammals.com), with sounds of different frequencies and volumes to play out loud.  
 Additionally, an audiogram sheet layout is provided for the students. It is very simple and   
 similar to the example on the right. Make a copy for each student and distribute the sheets  
 before playing the sounds (the sounds are named accordingly). The students should mark  
 down when they hear the sound and leave the spot blank if they don’t. The result is their   
 own, personal human hearing curve (audiogram)!

2 Human echolocation:
 For this experiment you need several large wooden, plastic or cardboard sheets (A0 or simi- 

 lar sizes. You can use old cardboard boxes or other resources you have available at your   
 school). All students should try to practice emitting click sounds prior to the experiment by  
 using their own hand as a barrier to see if the clicks they emit are effective. It might take   
 them some time to produce efficient sounds, but it is a fun group exercise. During the expe- 
 riment all students have to be silent, to get the best experimental effect. 
 The students should stand in a circle, shielding it with the “walls”. Position a blindfolded   
 student in the circle. The other students hold up cardboard panels towards the blindfolded  
 student, who needs to emit click/flick sounds and walk slowly forwards. Once the blindfol  
 ded student reaches the walls he/she will notice a change in the click sound and thus the   
 object in his/her way, which will impel them to turn. Depending on the time and the interest  
 of the students, this experiment can be repeated several times with different blindfold candi- 
 dates. 

3 The direction of sound:
 Use the grey tube with the orange funnel for this experiment. One student holds it from one  

 ear, around his/her back to the other ear. One other student carefully taps on the tube   
 behind the students back. It can be done at different positions on either side, so the   
 listening student can hear and indicate on which side the tube was tabbed on his/her back.  
 The closer to the middle the sound gets, the harder it will be for the student to distinguish   

Figure 3:  Hearing and communication spectra of different species. Reference: Einführung in 
 die Physik: Band 2 - Von Schwingungen über Elektromagnetismus bis zur Astrophysik,  
 Cornelsen
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Acoustics

“Acoustics” is basically the branch of physics that deals with sound and sound waves. It usually 
refers to the investigation of sound production, dispersion and reception. Bioacoustics is a 
cross-disciplinary science that combines biology and acoustics. Basically, bioacoustics is the 
scientific study, recording & analysis of animal sounds.

1. What is sound?

Similar to the ocean waves you can see rolling in on a beach, sound is a wave that travels through 
air or water. Sound needs to travel through a medium - a liquid (such as water), a solid (such as 
the seafloor), or a gas (such as air). Sound cannot exist if it doesn't have a medium to travel 
through. In outer space sound cannot travel, because it is a vacuum that contains nothing to carry 
the sound. A sound wave is called a compressional or longitudinal wave. The particles in a longi-
tudinal wave move parallel to the direction in which the wave is traveling. 

In contrast the particles in transverse waves move up-and-down. The particles in a transverse 
wave move perpendicular to the direction in which the wave is traveling. A transverse wave can 
be enacted by performing the “La Ola” wave regularly performed in sports events.

2. How do marine mammals hear/communicate/perceive their environment?

The marine fauna lives and communicates in an aquatic environment, which is often dark and 
murky (for example, the North Sea). Thus, eye sight is only of limited practicality to them. Especi-
ally whales have developed very distinct communication strategies and orientation systems, 
which allow them to find their prey and even communicate with conspecifics over great distances. 

Toothed whales use echolocation. They have adapted their anatomy to this very unique form of 
communication and orientation. They can produce very high frequency sound waves by forcing 
air past the phonic lips into the air sacs of their nasal passages. The produced clicks are transfer-
red through so-called acoustic fat in the front of their head (the so-called melon), bundling the 
sound to produce a narrow beam (clicks or pulses). These sound waves travel through the water 
until they reach an object, such as a prey item or an underwater obstacle. These objects then 
reflect the sound waves, so that they eventually return to the whale. The returning echoes are 
received by their hollow lower jaw, which reaches fairly close to their ear complex. Thus, by emit-
ting ultrasonic clicks, or short pulses of sound, whales can listen for echoes and detect objects 
underwater. They can basically “see” their environment through the sound waves they are produ-

cing, on some ways similar to the sonar on a ship. 

Large whales and seals do not use echolocation, however they are still relying on sound and hea-
ring. The larger whales communicate across great distances with other whales, by sending out 
low frequency sounds which can travel very far distances in water. These are produced in their 
laryngeal air sacs. Besides good abilities in underwater and in air hearing, pinnipeds (seals and 
sea lions) have the ability to detect/feel water disturbances with their whiskers. They produce 
sounds with their larynx, similar to other mammals and humans and they communicate with cons-
pecifics through sound. 

3. What is noise pollution?

The world consists of many different sounds, which can have a natural cause like thunder, winds, 
animal sounds and rain or be of unnatural cause, meaning additionally inflicted by humans (anth-
ropogenic). Marine mammals are well adapted to naturally occurring sounds; they understand 
what they mean and they have learned to ignore them or act accordingly. Noise pollution is the 
sum of all additional sounds that can affect marine mammals in their habitats and which usually 
have a high potential of disturbance. In urban and highly industrialized areas many different sour-
ces can be the cause of noise pollution: recreational boats, commercial ships, windfarms, oil rigs, 
underwater exploration for resources, constructions, and many other sources. There are many 
ways we utilize the oceans and many of these induce sound into the natural environment. The 
sum of these unnatural sounds is referred to as “noise pollution”. 

4. Why are acoustics/noise pollution important/dangerous for marine mammals?

Because their main means to find prey and to communicate with others is through sound or even 
to orientate like toothed whales, a functional hearing system is of uttermost importance to marine 
mammals. If their communication sounds are masked by anthropogenic noise, they might not be 
able to hear the calls of other conspecifics to mate or get information where good food sources 
are located, which can play a major role in individual or species survival. Additionally, extremely 
loud noises can force whales to beach themselves because they are trying to escape or evade 
the sound, which can lead to death. 

Noise can also disturb the animals’ natural behaviour, make them leave their known habitat to find 
more silent new locations temporarily or permanently, lead to abortions through acute stress and 
lead to permanent changes in distribution. Very loud continuous or impulsive noise also damage 
their hearing at certain frequencies, which can result in not any longer being able to hear import-
ant signals (such as an approaching ship or a certain frequency component of mating calls). Cont-
inuous stress through noise pollution may lower their immune system and make them more vulne-
rable to infectious diseases and parasitic infections. Many marine mammals emphasize their hea-
ring and communicating abilities at frequencies different from the ones used by humans. They 
may therefore be affected by sounds that we can’t hear neither in air nor underwater. Thus, when 
evaluating noise effects on marine mammals it is often imortant to use broadband recording and 
analysis systems that can reveal sounds and noise that we can’t detect with our ears. 

5. How can we improve the current situation?

Research needs to be conducted on the current levels of noise in the ocean and how they affect 
marine mammals. Politicians and decision makers need to take this research into account when 

judging new solutions or suggestions for ocean use. When new structures are being built, a risk 
assessment including a noise profile should be undertaken. Additionally, sound mitigation measu-
res should be implemented. These could include systems such as bubble curtains during const-
ruction work, or the development of quieter ship engines. (For explanations of this you can find a 
video of the bubble curtain experiment in the PowerPoint presentation and afterwards perform the 
experiment with your students.)

Buying more local goods instead of having everything shipped from abroad is another way to 
improve the current situation of extensive shipping traffic. Thus, by adjusting our personal behavi-
our we may improve the situation for marine mammals, and naturally also for the marine environ-
ment in general. 

6. How can we use acoustic research to protect marine mammals and to learn more   
    about them?

We still do not know much about how marine mammals communicate and orientate themselves 
underwater with sound. Researchers can work with trained animals, blindfolded to ascertain they 
only make use of auditory cues during the experiments. In this way it can be shown that e.g., 
toothed whales are able to find their way through a maze or find prey. We can also investigate the 
hearing abilities of trained animals.  The hearing abilities of stranded individuals can be checked 
through auditory evoked potential measurements, as a health parameter before release: The 
animal should be able to hear the species-specific frequencies to be released back into the wild. 

Another approach is static acoustic monitoring. Acoustic data loggers can be deployed along 
critical habitats or shipping channels. They record the calls of the target species. In this way scien-
tists can better understand species distribution and habitat use, without having to be continuously 
physically present on a boat for observations, potentially disturbing the animals. To avoid boat 
collisions with whales, real-time passive acoustic sensors can transmit the sound signals of seals 
and whales via satellite or radio links to a unit, which informs captains’ and researchers in the area 
that animals are present and that specific caution has to be practiced once an alert has been sent: 
http://www.listenforwhales.org/page.aspx?pid=434.

 the sound direction.

4 Name that sound: 
 This includes a PowerPoint Presentation with different natural and anthropogenic sounds to  

 compare. After hearing the sound the students get 4 possible answers (a, b, c & d) and they  
 have to guess which sound they hear. This game can be performed individually, where   
 every student notes down their answers, or in small groups where the students have to   
 come to a consensus about the correct answer, which stimulates thinking and discussion. 

5 Bubble curtain experiment (see separate description for details)
 All necessary materials for the bubble curtain can be found inside the expedition box. Additi- 

 onally, you need an aquarium, a container or a bucket full of water. 
 Connect the bubble tube with the provided tube to the aquarium pump and lay it in a tight   

 circle, so that it almost makes 2 full circles. Place the circled tube with weights inside the   
 water container, so that it stays on the bottom. As sound device there is a red “panic alarm”  
 provided, which starts by pulling on the string (it stops again by pushing the little shaft back  
 inside). This device needs to be hung into the water. IMPORTANT: make sure that the   
 device hangs in the water column and does not lay on the ground. If it lays on the ground   
 the walls of the aquarium/bucket function as sound transmitters and the experiment will not  
 work, because the “panic” noise will be dispersed equally by all container walls. 

 Once the students have listened to the sound of the hanging submerged device, the   
 students should be silent during the bubble curtain part of the experiment. Plug in the 
 aquarium pump to start the bubble curtain. There will be a clearly detectable drop in the   
 sound level! Don’t let the experiment run for too long, since our ears adapt to the volume of  
 the sounds and the beeping appears louder to us again after some time. 

6 Build your own hydrophone 
 In the expedition box you also find the necessary material for building a hydrophone and   

 using it to listen for underwater sounds. See separate description for details.

7 Gap text

 Fill in this gap text with the provided words. Every word needs to be used once.   

Words and numbers to use: 
340, 1500, amplitude, anthropogenic, auditory range, behaviour, communicate, construction, 
cycle, damage, decreasing, density, distances, eardrums, echolocation, exploration, factors, 
food, frequencies, 2x frequency, hear, hearing, 2x higher, hydrophones, identify, increases, 
injury, intensity, loud, masking, microphones, mitigation, pressure, salinity, sense, sound, 
source, species, technologies, temperature, temporary, toothed whales, underwater, vibra-
ting, volume, wave length, waves

The sounds we hear are actually________________that travel through air or water, which we 
can detect with our ________________ . Sounds can be made by ________________ an 
object. 

Sound is characterized by ________________ , ________________ and 
_______________.

The ________________ is the pressure change as the sound wave passes. Increasing the 
amplitude of a sound makes it louder, just like turning up the ________________ on your 
radio. As the amplitude of the sound wave ________________, the intensity of the sound 
increases. Sounds with ________________ intensities are thus perceived to be louder.

The ________________ is the physical parameter for the number of cycles of sound in a 
second. It makes high- or low-pitched tones, so when you increase the frequency of sound, 
you get a ________________ pitched sound, whereas when ________________ the 
frequency, you get a lower pitched sound.

The wavelength resembles the length of one wave ________________, counted from a desi-
gnated position of one wave to the same position of the next wave.

Sound travels in air at an approximate speed of about ________________ m/sec, while in 
sea water it travels at an approximate speed of about ________________ m/sec.

The speed of sound depends on ________________, ________________, and 
________________ of the matter it travels through, and in the ocean additionally from 
________________.

Instruments which are used to records sounds are called ________________ in air and 
________________ underwater.  

________________ is so important because animals are able to ________________ events 
all around them and to ________________ at great ________________ and from all direc-
tions. Marine animals rely on sound to acoustically ________________ their surroundings, 
communicate, locate ________________, and protect themselves ________________. 

________________ use ________________ to ________________ objects such as food, 
obstacles, and other whales.

There are many ________________ that influence if and how much a sound 
________________ affects marine animals. How ________________ the source is, what 
________________ it transmits, where it will be used, and what ________________ might 
be in the area are all factors that need to be considered. If the sounds are within the animals' 
________________, they may have an effect on them. They could prevent the marine 
animals from ________________ important sounds, which is called ________________, or 
cause the animals to alter their ________________. If the sounds are very loud, they might 
cause physical ________________ to the animals. Exposure to very loud sounds might 
cause ________________ or permanent hearing ________________.

Activities that produce sound include transportation, ________________, defence, geophysi-
cal ________________, and oceanographic research. The goal of ________________ 
techniques and alternative ________________ is to reduce the impacts of 
________________ (man-made) sound on marine mammals

8 Comparison of hearing and communication spectra of porpoise and orca
 Compare the hearing abilities of the species below (Figure 1). Why do you think there is 
 such a difference between the harbour porpoise and the orca, even though they are both   

 toothed whales?

Information for teachers and educators: 
This module is designed to explain the complexities of the acoustic world and to evoke 
student’s interest in topics related to physics.

The general information is found in a PowerPoint presentation, which can be held for students or 
just act as a facilitator for information transmission to the teacher. For more detailed information 
on acoustics, visit http://www.dosits.org and http://www.acs.psu.edu/drussell/demos.html (both in 
English). 

There are also several practical experiments that the students can perform themselves or in 
groups. 

Each part of the module is designed for a 45min class, but it can be shortened or made longer 
according as the teachers wish. Experiments can be combined or excluded; there is no need to 
use all material in this module for a certain study program. If the class responds by being very 
interested in one part of this topic, the teacher may go into further detail and shorten or skip other 
parts. The success and time utilization of the experiments depends on the students’ ability to 
focus. If you have more restless, easily excited students, calculate more time for the experiments. 

This module is comprised of:

• General information about acoustics (PowerPoint presentation)

• Questions for the students 
 - What does “Acoustics” mean? 
 - How do marine mammals hear/communicate/perceive their environment?
 - Why are acoustics/noise pollution important/dangerous for marine mammals?
 - What is noise pollution?
 - How can we improve the current underwater noise situation?
 - How can we use acoustics to protect marine mammals and to learn more about   

  them?

• Games/experiments to support the learning process
 - Frequencer (Audio CD / downloadable file with sounds for students to determine  

  their own hearing curve on an audiogram sheet)
 - Human echolocation (A blindfolded student emits click/flick sounds while walking  

  in a shielded circle. The walls will reflect the sound which will impel them to turn)
 - The direction of sound (Students enclose their ears with a tube. By tapping the   

  tube on either side the student can distinguish the sound direction) 
 - Name that sound (A presentation with different natural and anthropogenic sounds  

  for the students to compare and tell which one is which)
 - The hydrophone (Students can build their own hydrophone and listen in a local   

  river or lake, or in the sea, to figure out what they can hear under water)
 - The bubble-curtain experiment (A bubble-curtain is built around a noise source to  

  present a noise mitigation device used in practice) 
 - A gap text (The students can recollect some of what they have learned through   

  this module)
 - Comparison of hearing and communication spectra of porpoise and orca

General information about acoustics

Use the provided PowerPoint presentation to support/enhance your own background 
knowlege. It or parts of it can also be given as a presentation to the students. 

Questions for the students
Start this topic with a Q&A session with the students. We want to first get them to start thinking 
about the topic of marine mammals and sound. Do they already know something about 
acoustics? 

- What does “Acoustics” mean? 
- What is sound?
- How do marine mammals hear/communicate/perceive their environment?
- What is noise pollution?
- Why are acoustics/noise pollution important/dangerous for marine mammals?
- How can we improve the current situation?
- How can we use acoustic research to protect marine mammals and to learn from them?

After collecting some answers from the students, explain the proper responses to every question 
individually. For your answers and explanations use as much detail of the provided responses and 
additional info from the PowerPoint, as is appropriate for your class’s age group.

Gap text solutions
waves, eardrums, vibrating, intensity, frequency, wave length, amplitude, volume, increases, 
higher,frequency, higher, cycle, 340, 1500, temperature, pressure, density, salinity, microphones, 
hy drophones, Sound, communicate, distances, sense, food, Toothed whales, echolocation, iden-
tify, factors, source, frequencies, species, auditory range, masking, behaviour, injury, temporary, 
damage, construction, exploration, mitigation, technologies, anthropogenic

 
Additional info: 
If your school has or allows the use of tablets or iPads, there are Apps, like "Analyzer"   
(https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/analyzer/id454225351?mt=8), available online, which allow  
for acoustical analysis. You and your students could download such an App and evaluate  
different working environments or sound sources. 

Learning activities

1 Frequencer: 
 To play the Frequencer game we developed an audio CD (or downloadable files on www.  
 marine-mammals.com), with sounds of different frequencies and volumes to play out loud.  
 Additionally, an audiogram sheet layout is provided for the students. It is very simple and   
 similar to the example on the right. Make a copy for each student and distribute the sheets  
 before playing the sounds (the sounds are named accordingly). The students should mark  
 down when they hear the sound and leave the spot blank if they don’t. The result is their   
 own, personal human hearing curve (audiogram)!

2 Human echolocation:
 For this experiment you need several large wooden, plastic or cardboard sheets (A0 or simi- 

 lar sizes. You can use old cardboard boxes or other resources you have available at your   
 school). All students should try to practice emitting click sounds prior to the experiment by  
 using their own hand as a barrier to see if the clicks they emit are effective. It might take   
 them some time to produce efficient sounds, but it is a fun group exercise. During the expe- 
 riment all students have to be silent, to get the best experimental effect. 
 The students should stand in a circle, shielding it with the “walls”. Position a blindfolded   
 student in the circle. The other students hold up cardboard panels towards the blindfolded  
 student, who needs to emit click/flick sounds and walk slowly forwards. Once the blindfol  
 ded student reaches the walls he/she will notice a change in the click sound and thus the   
 object in his/her way, which will impel them to turn. Depending on the time and the interest  
 of the students, this experiment can be repeated several times with different blindfold candi- 
 dates. 

3 The direction of sound:
 Use the grey tube with the orange funnel for this experiment. One student holds it from one  

 ear, around his/her back to the other ear. One other student carefully taps on the tube   
 behind the students back. It can be done at different positions on either side, so the   
 listening student can hear and indicate on which side the tube was tabbed on his/her back.  
 The closer to the middle the sound gets, the harder it will be for the student to distinguish   
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Acoustics

“Acoustics” is basically the branch of physics that deals with sound and sound waves. It usually 
refers to the investigation of sound production, dispersion and reception. Bioacoustics is a 
cross-disciplinary science that combines biology and acoustics. Basically, bioacoustics is the 
scientific study, recording & analysis of animal sounds.

1. What is sound?

Similar to the ocean waves you can see rolling in on a beach, sound is a wave that travels through 
air or water. Sound needs to travel through a medium - a liquid (such as water), a solid (such as 
the seafloor), or a gas (such as air). Sound cannot exist if it doesn't have a medium to travel 
through. In outer space sound cannot travel, because it is a vacuum that contains nothing to carry 
the sound. A sound wave is called a compressional or longitudinal wave. The particles in a longi-
tudinal wave move parallel to the direction in which the wave is traveling. 

In contrast the particles in transverse waves move up-and-down. The particles in a transverse 
wave move perpendicular to the direction in which the wave is traveling. A transverse wave can 
be enacted by performing the “La Ola” wave regularly performed in sports events.

2. How do marine mammals hear/communicate/perceive their environment?

The marine fauna lives and communicates in an aquatic environment, which is often dark and 
murky (for example, the North Sea). Thus, eye sight is only of limited practicality to them. Especi-
ally whales have developed very distinct communication strategies and orientation systems, 
which allow them to find their prey and even communicate with conspecifics over great distances. 

Toothed whales use echolocation. They have adapted their anatomy to this very unique form of 
communication and orientation. They can produce very high frequency sound waves by forcing 
air past the phonic lips into the air sacs of their nasal passages. The produced clicks are transfer-
red through so-called acoustic fat in the front of their head (the so-called melon), bundling the 
sound to produce a narrow beam (clicks or pulses). These sound waves travel through the water 
until they reach an object, such as a prey item or an underwater obstacle. These objects then 
reflect the sound waves, so that they eventually return to the whale. The returning echoes are 
received by their hollow lower jaw, which reaches fairly close to their ear complex. Thus, by emit-
ting ultrasonic clicks, or short pulses of sound, whales can listen for echoes and detect objects 
underwater. They can basically “see” their environment through the sound waves they are produ-

cing, on some ways similar to the sonar on a ship. 

Large whales and seals do not use echolocation, however they are still relying on sound and hea-
ring. The larger whales communicate across great distances with other whales, by sending out 
low frequency sounds which can travel very far distances in water. These are produced in their 
laryngeal air sacs. Besides good abilities in underwater and in air hearing, pinnipeds (seals and 
sea lions) have the ability to detect/feel water disturbances with their whiskers. They produce 
sounds with their larynx, similar to other mammals and humans and they communicate with cons-
pecifics through sound. 

3. What is noise pollution?

The world consists of many different sounds, which can have a natural cause like thunder, winds, 
animal sounds and rain or be of unnatural cause, meaning additionally inflicted by humans (anth-
ropogenic). Marine mammals are well adapted to naturally occurring sounds; they understand 
what they mean and they have learned to ignore them or act accordingly. Noise pollution is the 
sum of all additional sounds that can affect marine mammals in their habitats and which usually 
have a high potential of disturbance. In urban and highly industrialized areas many different sour-
ces can be the cause of noise pollution: recreational boats, commercial ships, windfarms, oil rigs, 
underwater exploration for resources, constructions, and many other sources. There are many 
ways we utilize the oceans and many of these induce sound into the natural environment. The 
sum of these unnatural sounds is referred to as “noise pollution”. 

4. Why are acoustics/noise pollution important/dangerous for marine mammals?

Because their main means to find prey and to communicate with others is through sound or even 
to orientate like toothed whales, a functional hearing system is of uttermost importance to marine 
mammals. If their communication sounds are masked by anthropogenic noise, they might not be 
able to hear the calls of other conspecifics to mate or get information where good food sources 
are located, which can play a major role in individual or species survival. Additionally, extremely 
loud noises can force whales to beach themselves because they are trying to escape or evade 
the sound, which can lead to death. 

Noise can also disturb the animals’ natural behaviour, make them leave their known habitat to find 
more silent new locations temporarily or permanently, lead to abortions through acute stress and 
lead to permanent changes in distribution. Very loud continuous or impulsive noise also damage 
their hearing at certain frequencies, which can result in not any longer being able to hear import-
ant signals (such as an approaching ship or a certain frequency component of mating calls). Cont-
inuous stress through noise pollution may lower their immune system and make them more vulne-
rable to infectious diseases and parasitic infections. Many marine mammals emphasize their hea-
ring and communicating abilities at frequencies different from the ones used by humans. They 
may therefore be affected by sounds that we can’t hear neither in air nor underwater. Thus, when 
evaluating noise effects on marine mammals it is often imortant to use broadband recording and 
analysis systems that can reveal sounds and noise that we can’t detect with our ears. 

5. How can we improve the current situation?

Research needs to be conducted on the current levels of noise in the ocean and how they affect 
marine mammals. Politicians and decision makers need to take this research into account when 

judging new solutions or suggestions for ocean use. When new structures are being built, a risk 
assessment including a noise profile should be undertaken. Additionally, sound mitigation measu-
res should be implemented. These could include systems such as bubble curtains during const-
ruction work, or the development of quieter ship engines. (For explanations of this you can find a 
video of the bubble curtain experiment in the PowerPoint presentation and afterwards perform the 
experiment with your students.)

Buying more local goods instead of having everything shipped from abroad is another way to 
improve the current situation of extensive shipping traffic. Thus, by adjusting our personal behavi-
our we may improve the situation for marine mammals, and naturally also for the marine environ-
ment in general. 

6. How can we use acoustic research to protect marine mammals and to learn more   
    about them?

We still do not know much about how marine mammals communicate and orientate themselves 
underwater with sound. Researchers can work with trained animals, blindfolded to ascertain they 
only make use of auditory cues during the experiments. In this way it can be shown that e.g., 
toothed whales are able to find their way through a maze or find prey. We can also investigate the 
hearing abilities of trained animals.  The hearing abilities of stranded individuals can be checked 
through auditory evoked potential measurements, as a health parameter before release: The 
animal should be able to hear the species-specific frequencies to be released back into the wild. 

Another approach is static acoustic monitoring. Acoustic data loggers can be deployed along 
critical habitats or shipping channels. They record the calls of the target species. In this way scien-
tists can better understand species distribution and habitat use, without having to be continuously 
physically present on a boat for observations, potentially disturbing the animals. To avoid boat 
collisions with whales, real-time passive acoustic sensors can transmit the sound signals of seals 
and whales via satellite or radio links to a unit, which informs captains’ and researchers in the area 
that animals are present and that specific caution has to be practiced once an alert has been sent: 
http://www.listenforwhales.org/page.aspx?pid=434.

 the sound direction.

4 Name that sound: 
 This includes a PowerPoint Presentation with different natural and anthropogenic sounds to  

 compare. After hearing the sound the students get 4 possible answers (a, b, c & d) and they  
 have to guess which sound they hear. This game can be performed individually, where   
 every student notes down their answers, or in small groups where the students have to   
 come to a consensus about the correct answer, which stimulates thinking and discussion. 

5 Bubble curtain experiment (see separate description for details)
 All necessary materials for the bubble curtain can be found inside the expedition box. Additi- 

 onally, you need an aquarium, a container or a bucket full of water. 
 Connect the bubble tube with the provided tube to the aquarium pump and lay it in a tight   

 circle, so that it almost makes 2 full circles. Place the circled tube with weights inside the   
 water container, so that it stays on the bottom. As sound device there is a red “panic alarm”  
 provided, which starts by pulling on the string (it stops again by pushing the little shaft back  
 inside). This device needs to be hung into the water. IMPORTANT: make sure that the   
 device hangs in the water column and does not lay on the ground. If it lays on the ground   
 the walls of the aquarium/bucket function as sound transmitters and the experiment will not  
 work, because the “panic” noise will be dispersed equally by all container walls. 

 Once the students have listened to the sound of the hanging submerged device, the   
 students should be silent during the bubble curtain part of the experiment. Plug in the 
 aquarium pump to start the bubble curtain. There will be a clearly detectable drop in the   
 sound level! Don’t let the experiment run for too long, since our ears adapt to the volume of  
 the sounds and the beeping appears louder to us again after some time. 

6 Build your own hydrophone 
 In the expedition box you also find the necessary material for building a hydrophone and   

 using it to listen for underwater sounds. See separate description for details.

7 Gap text

 Fill in this gap text with the provided words. Every word needs to be used once.   

Words and numbers to use: 
340, 1500, amplitude, anthropogenic, auditory range, behaviour, communicate, construction, 
cycle, damage, decreasing, density, distances, eardrums, echolocation, exploration, factors, 
food, frequencies, 2x frequency, hear, hearing, 2x higher, hydrophones, identify, increases, 
injury, intensity, loud, masking, microphones, mitigation, pressure, salinity, sense, sound, 
source, species, technologies, temperature, temporary, toothed whales, underwater, vibra-
ting, volume, wave length, waves

The sounds we hear are actually________________that travel through air or water, which we 
can detect with our ________________ . Sounds can be made by ________________ an 
object. 

Sound is characterized by ________________ , ________________ and 
_______________.

The ________________ is the pressure change as the sound wave passes. Increasing the 
amplitude of a sound makes it louder, just like turning up the ________________ on your 
radio. As the amplitude of the sound wave ________________, the intensity of the sound 
increases. Sounds with ________________ intensities are thus perceived to be louder.

The ________________ is the physical parameter for the number of cycles of sound in a 
second. It makes high- or low-pitched tones, so when you increase the frequency of sound, 
you get a ________________ pitched sound, whereas when ________________ the 
frequency, you get a lower pitched sound.

The wavelength resembles the length of one wave ________________, counted from a desi-
gnated position of one wave to the same position of the next wave.

Sound travels in air at an approximate speed of about ________________ m/sec, while in 
sea water it travels at an approximate speed of about ________________ m/sec.

The speed of sound depends on ________________, ________________, and 
________________ of the matter it travels through, and in the ocean additionally from 
________________.

Instruments which are used to records sounds are called ________________ in air and 
________________ underwater.  

________________ is so important because animals are able to ________________ events 
all around them and to ________________ at great ________________ and from all direc-
tions. Marine animals rely on sound to acoustically ________________ their surroundings, 
communicate, locate ________________, and protect themselves ________________. 

________________ use ________________ to ________________ objects such as food, 
obstacles, and other whales.

There are many ________________ that influence if and how much a sound 
________________ affects marine animals. How ________________ the source is, what 
________________ it transmits, where it will be used, and what ________________ might 
be in the area are all factors that need to be considered. If the sounds are within the animals' 
________________, they may have an effect on them. They could prevent the marine 
animals from ________________ important sounds, which is called ________________, or 
cause the animals to alter their ________________. If the sounds are very loud, they might 
cause physical ________________ to the animals. Exposure to very loud sounds might 
cause ________________ or permanent hearing ________________.

Activities that produce sound include transportation, ________________, defence, geophysi-
cal ________________, and oceanographic research. The goal of ________________ 
techniques and alternative ________________ is to reduce the impacts of 
________________ (man-made) sound on marine mammals

8 Comparison of hearing and communication spectra of porpoise and orca
 Compare the hearing abilities of the species below (Figure 1). Why do you think there is 
 such a difference between the harbour porpoise and the orca, even though they are both   

 toothed whales?

Information for teachers and educators: 
This module is designed to explain the complexities of the acoustic world and to evoke 
student’s interest in topics related to physics.

The general information is found in a PowerPoint presentation, which can be held for students or 
just act as a facilitator for information transmission to the teacher. For more detailed information 
on acoustics, visit http://www.dosits.org and http://www.acs.psu.edu/drussell/demos.html (both in 
English). 

There are also several practical experiments that the students can perform themselves or in 
groups. 

Each part of the module is designed for a 45min class, but it can be shortened or made longer 
according as the teachers wish. Experiments can be combined or excluded; there is no need to 
use all material in this module for a certain study program. If the class responds by being very 
interested in one part of this topic, the teacher may go into further detail and shorten or skip other 
parts. The success and time utilization of the experiments depends on the students’ ability to 
focus. If you have more restless, easily excited students, calculate more time for the experiments. 

This module is comprised of:

• General information about acoustics (PowerPoint presentation)

• Questions for the students 
 - What does “Acoustics” mean? 
 - How do marine mammals hear/communicate/perceive their environment?
 - Why are acoustics/noise pollution important/dangerous for marine mammals?
 - What is noise pollution?
 - How can we improve the current underwater noise situation?
 - How can we use acoustics to protect marine mammals and to learn more about   

  them?

• Games/experiments to support the learning process
 - Frequencer (Audio CD / downloadable file with sounds for students to determine  

  their own hearing curve on an audiogram sheet)
 - Human echolocation (A blindfolded student emits click/flick sounds while walking  

  in a shielded circle. The walls will reflect the sound which will impel them to turn)
 - The direction of sound (Students enclose their ears with a tube. By tapping the   

  tube on either side the student can distinguish the sound direction) 
 - Name that sound (A presentation with different natural and anthropogenic sounds  

  for the students to compare and tell which one is which)
 - The hydrophone (Students can build their own hydrophone and listen in a local   

  river or lake, or in the sea, to figure out what they can hear under water)
 - The bubble-curtain experiment (A bubble-curtain is built around a noise source to  

  present a noise mitigation device used in practice) 
 - A gap text (The students can recollect some of what they have learned through   

  this module)
 - Comparison of hearing and communication spectra of porpoise and orca

General information about acoustics

Use the provided PowerPoint presentation to support/enhance your own background 
knowlege. It or parts of it can also be given as a presentation to the students. 

Questions for the students
Start this topic with a Q&A session with the students. We want to first get them to start thinking 
about the topic of marine mammals and sound. Do they already know something about 
acoustics? 

- What does “Acoustics” mean? 
- What is sound?
- How do marine mammals hear/communicate/perceive their environment?
- What is noise pollution?
- Why are acoustics/noise pollution important/dangerous for marine mammals?
- How can we improve the current situation?
- How can we use acoustic research to protect marine mammals and to learn from them?

After collecting some answers from the students, explain the proper responses to every question 
individually. For your answers and explanations use as much detail of the provided responses and 
additional info from the PowerPoint, as is appropriate for your class’s age group.

Gap text solutions
waves, eardrums, vibrating, intensity, frequency, wave length, amplitude, volume, increases, 
higher,frequency, higher, cycle, 340, 1500, temperature, pressure, density, salinity, microphones, 
hy drophones, Sound, communicate, distances, sense, food, Toothed whales, echolocation, iden-
tify, factors, source, frequencies, species, auditory range, masking, behaviour, injury, temporary, 
damage, construction, exploration, mitigation, technologies, anthropogenic

 
Additional info: 
If your school has or allows the use of tablets or iPads, there are Apps, like "Analyzer"   
(https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/analyzer/id454225351?mt=8), available online, which allow  
for acoustical analysis. You and your students could download such an App and evaluate  
different working environments or sound sources. 

Learning activities

1 Frequencer: 
 To play the Frequencer game we developed an audio CD (or downloadable files on www.  
 marine-mammals.com), with sounds of different frequencies and volumes to play out loud.  
 Additionally, an audiogram sheet layout is provided for the students. It is very simple and   
 similar to the example on the right. Make a copy for each student and distribute the sheets  
 before playing the sounds (the sounds are named accordingly). The students should mark  
 down when they hear the sound and leave the spot blank if they don’t. The result is their   
 own, personal human hearing curve (audiogram)!

2 Human echolocation:
 For this experiment you need several large wooden, plastic or cardboard sheets (A0 or simi- 

 lar sizes. You can use old cardboard boxes or other resources you have available at your   
 school). All students should try to practice emitting click sounds prior to the experiment by  
 using their own hand as a barrier to see if the clicks they emit are effective. It might take   
 them some time to produce efficient sounds, but it is a fun group exercise. During the expe- 
 riment all students have to be silent, to get the best experimental effect. 
 The students should stand in a circle, shielding it with the “walls”. Position a blindfolded   
 student in the circle. The other students hold up cardboard panels towards the blindfolded  
 student, who needs to emit click/flick sounds and walk slowly forwards. Once the blindfol  
 ded student reaches the walls he/she will notice a change in the click sound and thus the   
 object in his/her way, which will impel them to turn. Depending on the time and the interest  
 of the students, this experiment can be repeated several times with different blindfold candi- 
 dates. 

3 The direction of sound:
 Use the grey tube with the orange funnel for this experiment. One student holds it from one  

 ear, around his/her back to the other ear. One other student carefully taps on the tube   
 behind the students back. It can be done at different positions on either side, so the   
 listening student can hear and indicate on which side the tube was tabbed on his/her back.  
 The closer to the middle the sound gets, the harder it will be for the student to distinguish   
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